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An Irish Apologia.

i.

I WOULD invite your particular attention, at the

outset of this little book, to the significance of its

title. I have called it
" An Irish Apologia." Now,

an apologia certainly does not mean an apology; it

does not quite mean even a defence ; it means rather

an explanation, an exposition. I should put myself
out of court at the beginning of a book which aims

at a bettering in Anglo-Irish relations did I propose
to write an apology for Ireland. These thoughts
are addressed primarily to the English reader,

though I hope they may find audience also in

Ireland ; they constitute an attempt to explain what

English people regard as the shortcomings of Ireland

in connection with the war; and that explanation
must proceed from the basis that Ireland when I

say Ireland here, I mean Nationalist Ireland does

not recognize or admit as shortcomings those

qualities of thought and action which differentiate

her from England, those qualities which have been

responsible for her different outlook upon, and

different attitude towards, the European War. I

regret profoundly the fact that these differential

qualities have so far manifested themselves as to

prevent Ireland from playing her full part in the

war, if only because that fact has frustrated what,
A
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2 AN IRISH APOLOGIA.

in the early days of the war, seemed to be the

supreme opportunity for an Anglo-Irish reconcili

tion The fact may be deplored ;
it must also b

accepted; and my r6h here is not polemical, b

philosophical.

It is the purpose of this small volume to consid(

these differential qualities of Ireland and to attempt

an explanation of them from the Irish point of view

for the benefit of the English point of view. The

limited extent to which Ireland has participated,

both in what may be called the spiritual and the

material spheres, in the prosecution of the war ;
the

Rebellion of Easter, 1916; the refusal of Ireland to

submit to conscription these facts, exploited by a

certain section of the London Press, have produced

in a mass of the English people an antipathy and

contempt for Ireland. It will be agreed at once,

however, that, on whatever terms they live, England
and Ireland must live together. Geographically,

economically, and, in the wider sense of the word,

politically, the two countries' destinies are inevitably

linked. I am concerned here with racial relations,

not with political relations, though the one must
affect the other; and I submit to you that racial

antipathy is for either party an unhealthy basis in

an indissoluble partnership of races. What is

written here essays, by way of promoting sympa-
thetic understanding, to secure a more healthy basis.

The present strained relations between England
and Ireland, as, indeed, the whole

"
Irish

question "the Anglo-Irish question is a more
exact phrase derive from the fact that the
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two races do not understand each other.

Few people have tried to make them under-

stand each other ;
and most of those who have tried

have failed. The average Irish Nationalist has failed

it may be admitted that he has not often tried

very hard, being, unfortunately, a person somewhat

careless of your opinion because he and you have

a widely different mode of thought, reason by widely
different processes of mind, and speak a widely
different mental language. The average Irish

Unionist has failed when he has tried, which is

seldom because, regarding himself, as he too often

does, as a member of an "English Garrison," his

mental equipment consists in just those qualities,

only in an aggravated form, which prohibit the

average Englishman from understanding the average
Irish Nationalist.

It was Sir Horace Plunkett who first broke

away from the now discarded tradition that

the Irish Unionist case should repose upon
a basis of ignorance; and he gave us, in

Ireland in the Twentieth Century, a study of

Anglo-Irish relations from the point of view of

one who has been aptly defined as "a Unionist of

that rare type which, while recognizing the indis-

putable nationality of Ireland, has so little fear of

its absorption or disappearance that the alleged
material advantages of union with England appear
more desirable than the chances of self-government,
and the perhaps rather empty satisfaction of the

public recognition of a national entity too self-

evident to require any such adventitious assistance."
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The Irish Nationalist who, perhaps, came nearest

to success was the late Tom Kettle, who died i

Ireland and for England on the field of Ginchy ;
but

even he did not quite succeed, because, for all his

versatility and cosmopolitanism, he was essentially

an Irishman, and therefore incapable of projecting

himself, in his exposition of Ireland, into the

English point of view.

I am very deeply sensible of the fact that, in

these circumstances, it may well appear a gross

presumption for me to essay what better men than

I have essayed in vain. Let me seek to excuse this

presumption "on three grounds. In the first place,

time presses; the two nations are rapidly drifting

into a mood of mutual exasperation in which

Irishmen will altogether refuse to explain themselves

and Englishmen will altogether refuse to listen to

explanations; so that if any man believes he

can offer a word of mediation, he must speak

now, or else for ever hold his peace. In the next

place, the present study of Anglo-Irish relations is

limited in its scope. It is undertaken for no party

political purpose; it is written from no brief; it

proposes no device of political mechanics for a

solution of the "Irish question." It aims merely
at a consideration of Anglo-Irish relations in so far,

and in so far only, as they bear upon the war. I

should mention here, more than for any other reason
as a guarantee that, if I have any bias in this matter,
it is a bias favourable to the English and unfavour-
able to the Irish point of view, that my political
associations in Ireland have been Unionist. I must
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necessarily state liere, therefore, views which are

not my own views ;
but I have endeavoured sincerely,

for the purposes of this inquiry, to divest myself of

prejudices, and to write the thing as I see it for the

good of things as they are. Such an inquiry must

be of a two-fold character. It involves a definition

of the Irish attitude towards the war; it involves

also, if our definition is to be made to good purpose,

a consideration of the influences conditioning that

attitude in other words, a study in political

psychology, in which undeveloped science I must

depend on my own lines of observation and present

my own conclusions for what they may be worth.

My third excuse is in the nature of a personal

explanation. We have seen that he who should

propose to make Ireland intelligible to England

requires both an Irish and an English point of view.

It is impossible to achieve that two-fold qualification

in perfection; but I venture to claim for myself at

least some elements in it. On the one hand, I am

of English birth ; I lived my early life in England ;

and I was, by birth and breeding, a high Tory.

Now it is, I think, the Tory qualities at their best

which became the dominant characteristics of the

English people in the war the qualities of pure and

exalted patriotism, of discipline, of courage physical

and moral, of intense concentration, of sacrifice of

self in the interests of the State, of a certain ruth-

lessness in subordinating all else to the supreme

necessities of a high cause. Therefore, I believe

that I understand, as perhaps no born Irishman can

understand, in what mood the English people
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encountered the trial of war; and the nobility of

soul which you discovered in that trial makes me
the more anxious (though it may be much to

ask in the heat and emotion of war) that

reason and understanding, not passion and

prejudice, should determine the English judgment
where the Irish people are concerned. For,
on the other hand, I was born in Dublin; I

have lived for many years past in Ireland ; I have
made my home and my friends in this country ; I

have struck my roots deep into the soil ; I have in

my temperament, I suppose, something of that queer
receptive quality which, under the influence of the
nameless but potent magic of Ireland, made so many
of the English who came to Ireland after the

Conquest "more Irish than the Irish themselves."
So, on the one hand, then, I can appreciate the

English point of view; and, on the other hand, I

hope I can appreciate better than most Englishmen
the Irish point of view. I shall do the latter in the
course of this book, I expect, some injustice; no
Englishman could do otherwise; but at least I shall
not sin against the light so far as I have it. Because
I love the English people of whom I am sprung and
know them well; because I love the Irish people
among whom I have made my home, and know them,not well, at least better than the average

USe that
of the two peoples must be calamitous for

wi11^ T reaS nS l ffer to a11 me* of good-

th War
eCl DS n An^Ir^h relations and
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II.

A GREAT Irishman who, though he once sat as an

Irish Unionist member of Parliament, now has the

rare distinction of being a non-party man I mean
Sir Horace Plunkett once gave utterance to an

epigram which has been widely quoted, more often

misquoted, and almost entirely ignored in its

practical application. "Anglo-Irish history is for

Englishmen to remember, for Irishmen to forget."

The great majority of Irishmen, I sincerely believe,

are ready enough to do the forgetting if Englishmen
will do the remembering. Unfortunately you cannot

very well remember what you have never known;
and most Englishmen's ignorance of Anglo-Irish

history is profound and comprehensive. I do not

want you to close this book abruptly, and therefore

I do not propose to inflict upon you a digest of the

whole of Anglo-Irish history though it would be

an admirable thing in these highly-disciplined days
if your rulers were to pass a law compelling every

English child to learn Irish history, as every Irish

child is compelled to learn English history, instead

of merely the fragmentary collection of dates and

disjointed, and usually garbled, incidents which

most of us learned at school. But the history of

j^esterday is in Ireland, at least the politics of

to-day, and some salient features of Irish and Anglo-
Irish history must be emphasised because they exert

a continuing influence upon the present and bear

directly upon Ireland's attitude towards the War.
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We must go a long way back for not the least

important of them. Ireland shared with

Scandinavian countries, alone in Western Europe,

the distinction of never coming under the influen

of the Roman Empire. It is a distinction of capita

importance. Rome imposed upon all the rest of the

Western world a common mental discipline, a

common habit of mind, a common currency of

thought. There is an indefinable
"
something "in

Great Britain and all Continental countries which

invests them with a corporate quality and makes

them a collective entity. London, Paris, Berlin are

very different capitals of very different nations ; but

in all of them you will detect a certain familiarity

of atmosphere which tells you that you are in

Europe, and which you will not find, for example,

in Bombay or Peking. This
"
something

"
is that

Roman culture which, temporarily submerged
beneath the waves of barbarism, rose again to the

surface and conquered by virtue of superiority of

intellect its conquerors by virtue of superiority of

force. In that first creation of modern Europe, in

that welding of diverse races into a community which
we call European in that revolutionary influence

upon the life of the Western world Ireland did not
share. There began in that early age that remote-
ness of Ireland from Europe which persists to this

day.

Those Scandinavian countries which, in common
with Ireland, were isolated from the Roman influence

early lost this isolation and were brought within the
broad sweep of European life. Their people were
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adventurers of the sea, raiders and traffickers. They
carried their arms all round the coasts of Europe
into the Mediterranean. Thus they came within

the absorbent influence of the Roman culture.

Inhabiting a Continental country, moreover, they

offered no obstacle to its direct penetration to their

homes from without. But it was Ireland's destiny

that she should not thus be absorbed. Her island

remoteness offered an obstacle which did not exist

in the case of the Scandinavian countries. That

obstacle might have been overcome, for her people,

too, though not to the same extent as the

Scandinavians, were adventurers of the sea, raiders

and traffickers.
"
Dis aliter visum." The Roman

culture, when it came at last to Ireland by the

agency of the Anglo-Normans, came in a form

antagonistic, a form which offered a challenge to her

own culture, a form which threw the Irish people
into that attitude of protest which, like their remote-

ness from Europe, and confirming that remoteness,

persists to this day.
After that early remoteness of Ireland from the

Roman influence which fashioned Europe and left

its stamp upon European life, the next salient

feature in Irish history is the individual quality of

this Irish culture with which the Roman culture

when it had hardened to a type and lost that faculty
of adaptiveness which it possessed in the case of the

nations upon which it earlier imposed itself came

into collision. You belong to a Roman, a European,

people. For you the Roman culture is the highest
culture which the world saw at that stage of the
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progress of civilisation. But the primitive Irish

culture was in some respects higher.
" We look to

Rome for political and military organisation, for

roads and aqueducts and agriculture, for a great

system of law and for ideals of colonisation. But
she offers us no philosophy of life, no guide in

morals, no theology except obedience to her military
will, no theory of life apart from hard facts. For
philosophical thought, for ideas, we must look to

Greece, and to the East." I quote the passage from
a recently-published book, The Manufacture of
Historical Material, by Mr. J. W. Jeudwine, an
independent student of the origins of history, with a
passion for

impartiality, from whose valuable work
I shall have occasion to quote further. Mr.
Jeudwine adopts the theory that some knowledge of
Greek philosophy, some of the speculative spirit of
the ancient pagan world, came to Ireland from
Greece. There is a persistent tradition of
Mediterranean origin that certain tribes crossed

fnT
6

r

t0

,

Irellnd from Mya. It is enshrinedm the Lebar Cabala, or Book of Conquests the
ancient Insh work which deals with the legends of" ' ^ fMand tion into
Ireland, and ascribes the origin of all of them to

Empire
^

over ts
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barbaric conquerors, Ireland gave Christianity and

learning to much of Northern Europe. Long before

the advent of Christianity, however, a relatively

high state of culture existed in Ireland. Some form

of literature existed here centuries before the arrival

of Saint Patrick. Cormac Mac Art (A.D. 254), one

of the most illustrious of the pagan kings of Ireland,

founded three colleges at Tara one for the study
of military science, one for history and literature,

and one for law. In all these branches of culture

the ancient Irish civilization was well advanced, but

especially in the peaceful branches. Irish raids on

a great scale troubled the Roman occupation of

Britain in its wane. Niall of the Nine Hostages,
the most famous of the pagan kings of Ireland, led

formidable invasions of Wales and Gaul. His

successor, the last pagan king, was killed at the foot

of the Alps. Saint Patrick, on his arrival in the

country, found literary and professional men

Druids, poets, antiquarians. In the realm of art,

pen-work, metal-work, sculpture, and music

attested a relatively high stage of development.
From the middle of the sixth century schools rapidly

arose all over the country, most of them in connec-

tion with monasteries ;
in all the more important

there were students from foreign lands, from the

Continent as well as from Britain, whence, in the

words of Aldhelm, Bishop of Sherburne (A.D. 705-

709), they came "
in fleet-loads."

In the ancient Litany of Aengus the Culdee, we

find invoked many Romans, Gauls, Germans,

Britons, and even Egyptians, all of whom died in
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Ireland, which, in the course of three or four

centuries from the time of Saint Patrick, became the

most learned country in Europe
"
insula sanctorum

et doctorum" Besides the monastic schools, which

gave a good general and not a purely ecclesiastical

education, there were schools purely lay and

professional for the teaching of law, medicine, poetry

and literature. Irishmen in large numbers travelled

in Britain and on the Continent spreading

Christianity and secular knowledge. They
penetrated even to Iceland, where the first

Scandinavian colonists found bells, books and

croziers and other traces of Irish missionaries. The
estimation in which they were held on the Continent

is sufficiently proved by the fact that they were

employed in most of the schools and colleges of

Britain, France, Germany and Italy ; in many
Continental towns Irishmen are venerated to this

day as patron saints. Science and art and learning
of every kind were brought to their highest state of

perfection in the ninth and tenth and the beginning
of the eleventh century. They were impaired by the
Danish inroads and the subsequent civil strife, bnt
they survived in great measure towards the end of
the twelfth century at the time of the English
invasion.
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III.

I HAVE sketched, in the merest outline, some aspects

of that Golden Age of Ireland to which all Irishmen

of education look back with intense pride, because

a great mass of Englishmen even educated

Englishmen are wholly ignorant of it, and because

they will never understand Ireland unless they know

something about it. There are schools in England
where they teach good Greek and Latin, but where

they represent that Ireland, which produced an

epic literature that challenges comparison with

the literature of Greece and Rome, as a

country hopelessly barbarous and savage, and

redeemed from that condition only by the

English Conquest. It dies hard, that distortion of

history which poisons the wells of truth at their

source and gives a false colour to the whole English
outlook upon Ireland. It denies the very existence,

let alone the virtue, of the primitive Irish social

code. But the Anglo-Irish conflict is in its origins
a conflict between two opposed systems of law,

expressing opposed social principles. One, the

Brehon Law of Ireland, expressed a communal

society common ownership among kinsmen, and a

ruler who, like the guardians of Plato's ideal

Republic, was supported by contributions from the

people. The other, the Roman-feudal law,

expressed tenancy of the land by an individual holder

who accepted the grant from a lord not akin. The
former social conception, at once aristocratic and
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democratic aristocratic in leadership, democratic in

its economic basis, with the most powerful character

elected as chief, while the land was the property of

the clan lies at the root of Irish culture, and is still

to some extent ingrained in the Irish people.

Evidence, both historical and modern, is to be

found of the innate superiority of the Irish culture

over the English culture which first assailed it seven

centuries ago.
"
Ireland played Cleopatra to the

Antony of the invaders. Some of them, indeed, the
'

Garrison
'

pure and simple, had all their interests

centred not only in resisting but in calumniating her.
But the majority yielded gaily to her music, her

poetry, her sociability, that magical quality of hers
which the Germans call

'

Getniitlichkeit.' In a few
centuries a new and enduring phrase had designated
them as more Irish than the Irish themselves. So
far as any superiority of civilisation manifests itself
in the first period, it is altogether on the side of
Ireland. This power of assimilation has never
decayed. There never was a nation, not even the
United

States, that so subdued and re-fashioned
hose who came to her shores, that so wrought them

jnto

her own blood and tissue. The Norman Baron
s transfo d a few ^^ .^ ^

as often as not an Irish
'

rebel.' TheK~
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laws, will in 1782 demand, with drawn swords, that

henceforth there shall be no longer a Protestant

colony, but in its place an Irish nation."
" The personal history of the captains of the Irish

cause in modern times is no less remarkable.

O'Connell begins his public career in the Yeomanry
called out to put down the insurrectionary movement
of Emmet. Isaac Butt comes first into note as the

orator of the Orange Party in Dublin. Parnell

himself steps out of a Tory milieu and tradition into

a central tumult of agitation. Wave after incoming
wave of them, the conquerors were conquered.
'

Once again,' said Parnell in the last public utter-

ance of his life,
'

I am come to cast myself into the

deep sea of the love of my people.' In that deep sea

a hundred diverse currents have met and mingled;

they have lost their individual drift to become part
of the strong tide of national consciousness and

national unity. If Irish history is to be regarded
as a test of racial superiority, then Ireland emerges
with the crown and garland of victory. We came,
we the invaders, to dominate, and we remained to

serve. For Ireland has signed us with the oil and

chrism of her human sacrament, and even though
we should deny the faith with our lips she would

hold our hearts to the end." If those words jar

upon an ear attuned, if acquainted with Irish

cadences at all, to the shrill and discordant notes

of a Froude, I would ask you to remember that they
are the words of Kettle, who died, for Ireland and
for England, at Ginchy.

In that power of assimilation resides the historical
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vindication of the essential superiority of the ancient

Irish culture. But there is also a modern vindica-

tion. The ancient Irish character, as Mr. George

Russell ("^E") has noted, has begun to reassert

itself in modern times in Ireland, and it is in

essentials what it was two thousand years ago. The

modern expression of that antique national mood

which found its first manifestation in the ancient

clan, and expressed itself in its external aspects in

a communal civilisation, in an economic brotherhood,

is the co-operative movement. It is well wortn

noting, in these days when there is some tendency
in England to disparage everything Irish, that the

co-operative movement in these islands, started in

Ireland, is beginning to capture the imagination of

the whole English-speaking, and indeed of much of

the European, world. The whole tendency of

modern civilization is towards that communal
civilization which found primitive expression in the
ancient Irish social code, and away from the

capitalistic system which found primitive expression
in the Roman-Anglo-Norman feudal tenure. With
the development of civilization the basis of society
the land has tended to be submerged, but the
fundamentals of civilization remain essentially the
same. It is a singular vindication of the ancient
Irish culture that its modern spirit to-day is

gradually reconquering the modern spirit of that
feudal system which first came into collision with it
seven centuries ago, and spent several centuries

1*0 dt -T

^ alm St C0mpletel -v s^cessful effort
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There is another aspect of this matter which may
be noted here. "Ireland," said Kettle, in intro-

ducing the passage quoted above, "Ireland,

unvisited by the legions and the law of Rome, had

evolved a different vision of the life of men in

community, or, in other words, a different idea of

the State. Put very briefly, the difference lay in

this. The Romans and their inheritors organized
for purposes of war and order, the Irish for purposes
of culture. The one laid the emphasis on police,

the other on poets. ... In a world in which right

is little more than a secretion of might, in which,

unless a strong man armed keeps house, his enemies

enter in, the weakness of the Gaelic ideal is obvious.

But the Roman pattern, too, had a characteristic

vice which has led logically in our own time to a

monster and sinister growth of armaments. To
those who recognize in this deification of war the

blackest menace of our day, the vision of a culture

State is not without charm. The shattering possi-

bilities enfolded in it would have fevered Nietzsche

and fascinated Renan."
These words were written when the European

war was no more than a vague menace. To-day,
in the midst of the war, we find that it is those in

Ireland who desire, through the co-operative move-

ment, to reincarnate the ancient Irish mood, to

realise
"
the vision of a culture State

"
it is those

who hold, or believe they hold, in that inspiration
the only means of making wars to cease upon the

earth. "Nations," says
"
^S," at once an idealist

and one of the most profound thinkers upon practical
B
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affairs in these islands,
"
nations act towards other

nations as their own citizens act towards each other.

When slavery existed in a State, if that nation

attacked another, it was with intent to enslave.

Where there is fierce economic competition between

citizen and citizen, then in war with another nation,

the object of the war is to destroy the trade of the

other. If the citizens in any country could develop

harmonious life among themselves, they would

manifest the friendliest feelings towards the people

of other countries. We find that it is just among

groups of people who aim at harmonious life,

co-operators and socialists, that the strongest

national impulses to human brotherhood arise, and

wars of domination are brought about by the will

of those who within a State are dominant over the

fortunes of the rest. ... It must be mainly in

movements inspired by the ideal of the brotherhood

of man that the spirit will be generated which, in

the future, shall make the idea of war so detestable

that statesmen will find it as impossible to think of

that solution of their disputes as they would think

now of resorting to private assassination of political

opponents. . . . The economic brotherhood which
I have put forward as an Irish ideal would, in its

realization, make us at peace with ourselves, and if

we are at peace with ourselves, we will be at peace
with our neighbours and with other nations, and
will wish them the goodwill we have among
ourselves, and will receive from them the same
goodwill."
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IV.

I HAVE made above a considerable digression from

my main theme, but that digression is perhaps worth

making, if it contributes in any degree to the

removal of that false colour which the distortion of

history has given to the whole English outlook upon
Ireland. We have seen that the ancient Irish

culture has a historical vindication in its power of

assimilation exercised upon the invaders. We have

seen that it has a modern vindication in its present-

day reincarnation, the co-operative movement. And

Englishmen now, when the black menace of war has

been realised, will perhaps appreciate the charm of

"the vision of a culture State." They will realise

that the primitive conception of such a State which

was enshrined in Ireland had every right to fight

for its life against that Roman conception which

the Anglo-Normans sought to impose on it that

conception with
"
the characteristic vice which has

led logically in our own time to a monstrous and

sinister growth of armaments," and finally to

European war.

They will perhaps realise, in short, that the

English invasion, seven centuries ago, possessed no

character of an attempt to impose culture on a

country hopelessly barbarous and savage, but was
the impact upon an innately superior social code,
the Irish code, of an innately inferior code, the

English code, which waged relentless war upon it.
" The prominence which Ireland obtains throughout
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her history in this respect "I quote Mr. Jeudwine

again" has been owing to the fact that with her

the conflict of legal system began and long continued

when her communal form of society was in full

operation, while in other parts of the islands the

battle was only fought when it was in a state of

decomposition or decadence, or when other causes,

such as the nearness to England, or the expansion

of trade, which, owing to English control of the

sea-ports, has always been denied to any part of

Ireland except to Ulster, had reconciled men to the

feudal society." "The Irish law continued to

expand with the needs of a changing society ....
and it continued to do so with an equitable practice

far in advance of the English common law, until,

being incompatible with the advantages to the

Crown to be gained by the enforcement of the feudal

law, it was crushed and abolished by the Jacobean

lawyers, who imagined, as so many English and

Scots then and since have imagined, that ideas of

law and morals must be evil and unsocial which

would not square with the decayed feudalism which

culminated in the divine right of kings."
" The Roman law had afforded on the Continent

a foundation on which the customary codes of the

barbarians could be supported and varied. But in

Ireland there was no such basis of law common to

both systems. In the Continental development, the

Romans, though in the position of a conquered

people, held all the prestige of men who had been

the acknowledged masters of the world
; the

barbarians revered their laws and copied them. The
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laws of Ireland held no such predominance in men's

minds over the feudal customs of their invaders,

nor had their religious and social customs such

superiority over the refinements of the English

Court as to entitle them to an equal use." Mr.

Jeudwine notes that the literary and legal writers of

the seventeenth century, and even of the centuries

before them, seem to have been well aware in their

minds of the healthy character of the unwritten law

which they set about to destroy, and of the good
character of the men who administered them.

Among the causes which deterred them from apply-

ing this knowledge, he suggests
"
literary conceit,

the vanity which rests upon a consciousness of

supposed mental superiority, such as has overtaken

the German people at the present day; the great

Elizabethan and Jacobean world of poetry and prose
in its prime could not fail to despise the undeveloped

imaginative literature of the politically weaker

nation, expressed in
' an obscure and unknown

language
'

of which they were wholly ignorant."

This, among other causes, "helped to bring about

that extraordinary habit of trying to govern and to

absorb Ireland in unbounded ignorance of her

history, literature and laws, which, coming to full

fruition in the seventeenth century, has endured to

our sorrow to the present day."
The Brehon Law of Ireland was a mixture of

barbaric custom resting on primeval socialism, and
of equitable doctrines resting on a foundation of

philosophic thought. It comprised a great body of

civil, military and criminal law. It regulated the
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various ranks of society, from the King down to the

slave, and enumerated their several rights and

privileges. There were minute rules for the

management of property ; for the several industries

building, brewing, mills, water-courses, fishing-

weirs, bees and honey; for distress or seizure of

goods; for titles, trespass and evidence. The

relations of landlord and tenant when these

developed out of the communal holding, which,

however, always remained the largest element in the

clan land; the fees of professional men doctors,

judges, teachers, artificers; the mutual duties of

father and son, of foster-parents and foster-children,

of master and servant, were all carefully regulated.

Contracts were regarded as peculiarly sacred, and

were treated in great detail. In criminal law

the various offences were minutely distinguished,
and injuries of all kinds as between man and man
were allowed for by a compensation payment. To
make due allowance for all modifying circumstances

in cases of trial called for much legal knowledge and

technical skill on the part of the Brehon. And these

exponents of the law were inspired by a high ideal.
"
Three falsehoods which God most avenges in a

territory," it is written in the Ancient Laws of

Ireland, "are additional gain by false contract;
decision by false witnesses; false judgment for

hire."

The Irish people have been called lawless. That
is not their historical character when they enjoyed
their own laws. Moore has commemorated in his

song
"
Rich and rare were the gems she wore "

the

legend, illustrating the peaceful and prosperous state
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of Ireland in the reign of Brian Boru in the late tenth

and early eleventh centuries, that a fair maiden,

richly dressed, and bearing a ring of priceless value

on her wand, travelled the country alone from north

to south without being molested; and, as we have

seen, those very English writers who disparaged the

Irish people, and their law, admitted the validity of

its sanctions.

Payne, an English "undertaker" of forfeited

lands in County Cork in the reign of Elizabeth, says
of the Irish that

"
they keep their promises faith-

fully and are more desirous of peace than an

Englishman. They are obedient to the laws, so

that you may travel through all the land without

any danger or injurie offered of the very worst Irish,

and be greatly releeved of the best." Spenser speaks
of the Brehon Law as

"
a rule of right unwritten, but

delivered from one to another, in which oftentimes

there appeareth great show of equity." Coke says
of the Irish that

"
there is no nation of the Christian

world that are greater lovers of justice than they

are, which virtue must of necessity be accompanied

by many others
"

;
and Sir John Davies, James I.'s

Attorney-General, uses almost the same words :

' ' There is no nation of people under the sun that

doth love equal and indifferent justice better than
the Irish, or will not rest better satisfied with the

execution thereof, though it be against themselves,
so as they may have the protection and benefit of

the law when upon just cause they do desire it. ...
For the truth is, that in time of peace the Irish are

more fearful to offend the law than the English or

any other nation whatsoever."
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V.

UPON this primitive Irish civilization and the Brehon

Law which supported it broke the violence of the

English invasion, and for nearly four centuries of

conquest-agony in Ireland the invaders waged bitter

and relentless war upon the civilization and the law.

We find their disastrous role unfolded with vivid

accuracy in the pages of M. Paul Dubois.
" Had

Ireland," he wrote,
"
been left to herself, she would

in all human probability have succeeded, in spite of

her decadence, in establishing political unity under
a military chief. Had the country been brought
into peaceful contact with Continental civilization,

it must have advanced along the path of modern

progress. Even if it had been conquered by a

powerful nation, it would at least have participated
in the progress of the conquering power. But none
of these things happened. England, whose political
and social development had been hastened by the
Norman Conquest, desired to extend her influence
to Ireland But in actual fact she only
succeeded in trammelling the development of Irish

society, and maintaining in the country an appalling
condition of decadent stagnation, as the result of
three centuries and a half of intermittent invasion,
never followed by conquest."
Why the conquest took so long was pointed out

more than three centuries ago by that same Sir John
Davies, whose good opinion of the Irish law we have
just quoted the Attorney-General of James I. In
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the first place, the force employed at the outset was

wholly insufficient for conquest. In the next place,

there was no adequate representative in Ireland of

royalty with state and power to overawe the whole

people, both native and colonial. The great Anglo-

Norman lords had too much power in their hands,

and for their own selfish ends kept the country in a

state of perpetual warfare. Great tracts of land

belonged to absentees living in England, who

merely drew their rents and did nothing for the

country. Finally, the English Government did not

treat the Irish who would have welcomed any

strong government able and willing to maintain

order, and had accepted the English King at the

outset as their Ardri or overlord as subjects to be

cared for, and neither upheld their own law nor

placed them under the law that ruled the colonists.

Instead it treated them as enemies, and at once

refused them the protection of English law and

declined to recognize the Brehon Law either for them-

selves or for the settlers who were absorbed by them.

It attempted by all means in its power, if not to

exterminate the race, at least to repress the national

life and stamp out the institutions of this people
which had maintained in Romanised Europe a

peculiar individuality.

Two centuries after the beginning of the Conquest
that vicious principle found statutory recognition in

the Statute of Kilkenny. It carried out consistently
the fatal policy of separation adopted by the

Government from the beginning. Its chief aim was
to withdraw the English settlers from all contact
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with "the Irish enemies "as the natives were

designated all through the Act and to separate the

two races for ever. Intermarriage, traffic, or

intimate relations of any kind with the Irish were

forbidden as high treason, punishable by death. If

any man took a name after the Irish fashion, used

the Irish language or dress, or adopted any other

Irish custom, all his lands were forfeit. The Irish

living among the English were permitted to remain,

but were forbidden to use the Irish language under

the same penalty. To use or submit to the Brehon

Law was treason.

I quote Mr. Jeudwine once more : "When the

settlers in the English Pale gave way before the

counter-attack of the native Irish in conjunction witn

the old Anglo-Irish feudal lords acting as Irish

chiefs under the Brehon Law, the English kings,
unable to enforce feudal custom upon the Irish

whether in or beyond the Pale, took the course of

treating the Brehon Law as
'

wicked and damnable,'
'

hateful to God and repugnant to all justice, which

reasonably ought not to be called law, being a bad
custom.' They refused to acknowledge it in any
form and punished where they were able both those
who obeyed its provisions and those who admin-
istered them, while refusing to the Irish, except in
the most exceptional cases, the use or benefit of their
own Anglo-Norman custom. They do not appear
even to have attempted to understand either the

principles or the practice of the Irish law."
"How far the Anglo-Norman law could be

enforced depended from henceforth on physical
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strength, which becomes the sole test of obedience.

The English King, from being an acknowledged

Ardri, acknowledged apparently quite as much as

any of his predecessors of Irish origin, became a

foreigner enforcing a foreign yoke on a reluctant

people. The two systems of unwritten law, English
and Irish, each beautifully unconscious of the ideals

which lay at the heart of the other, struggle on

side by side through the centuries, the one supported

by the Papal power resting on the King's dominiun,

on the theory of the grant of all land to individuals

or communities, the other, outlaw and prohibited,

on a conception of social life in which all had the

use of the land. The longer the conflict went on

the more bitter it grew, the weaker politically and

the stronger nationally grew the social ideals before

the physical force, first of England, and later of

England and Scotland combined, before the feudal

power of the King as owner of the whole soil. . . .

To the English the Brehon Law became only the
'

bad custom '

of a banned and outlaw alien enemy,

regulating the life of an outlawed race with whom
the State was waging a bitter and relentless war."

It was not until the reign of James I. that the

King thought fit to receive the Irish into his

protection, and to attempt to remodel the holding of

land under the decayed feudalism of his day. But
the conception of the Irish as an enemy and inferior

race continued to dominate the policy of the English
Government in other directions. It was responsible
for the settled policy of the Tudors to

"
anglicise

"

the Irish people. To accomplish this end the
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Government employed all the agencies, including

that of education, at its disposal. Acts were passed

commanding the people to drop their Irish language

and learn English, and to ride, dress and live after

the English fashion. The legislators undertook

even to regulate how the hair was to be worn, and

how the head was to be clipped, and, for women, the

colour of their dress, the number of yards of material

they were to use, the sort of hats they were to wear.

That conception of the Irish as an enemy and

inferior race, and the persisting conflict between the

Irish and English systems of land tenure, were

further responsible for the infamous policy of

plantation. When, by the reign of Henry VIII.,

the English conquest had extended over the whole

country, many of the Irish chiefs and the Anglo-
Irish lords who had relapsed into the position of

tribal chiefs had been invested after their submission

with English titles. It was the beginning of the

period when sea power was becoming a decisive

factor in European war, and Ireland, then as now,
was the Achilles' heel of England. In these

circumstances the English Government sought for

a device by which it could secure that if a chief,

encouraged" by the prospect of help from abroad,
rose in rebellion against oppression, his lands should

give no further foothold to potential invaders. Land
held upon feudal tenure would be subject under
that law of treason, developed in the reign of
Edward III., under which Roger Casement was tried

and condemned to forfeiture. But the feudal law,
which recognized no rights apart from the King's
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grant, was widely resisted by the Irish, who all had

some interest in the common soil, and according to

whose law only a share of the land known as the

mensal land was owned by the chief, who was

elected to the chiefship from the chief's family upon
the death of his predecessor. Upon the death of a

chief who had an English title, therefore, there

ensued a double quarrel between Irish and English
law between the law of tanistry, by which the new
chief was elected, and the English law of primo-

geniture ; and between the feudal and the communal

system of land-holding.

Finally the English Government evolved the

simple plan of solving the problem by dispossessing
the Irish who were anti-feudal and whose system
contained no restraint upon rebellion, and replacing
them by English and Scottish settlers who would

accept their land on feudal tenure. This policy of

plantation culminated in the ferocious expropriation
of Oliver Cromwell, who, at the end of a campaign
in Ireland which supplied the historical model for

the Prussian policy of military
"
ruthlessness,"

offered the Irish people of the three provinces of

Leinster, Munster and Ulster the alternatives of
"
Hell or Connacht." It illustrates the deep gulf

fixed between Ireland and England that, while

Cromwell is probably the most popular figure in

English history, because in England he overthrew

the divine right of kings, in Ireland to this day no

man can wish you worse than "the curse of

Cromwell," because he denied the Irish the divine

right to live.
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VI.

IN less than a century there were three great

confiscations and plantations in Ireland the first

after the Geraldine and O'Neill Rebellions; the

second in the time of Cromwell ; the third after the

victory of William over James II. These three

included the whole island, except the estates of half-

a-dozen families of English blood. Moreover, the

three confiscations sometimes overlapped, so that

large areas were confiscated twice, and some three

times over, in that period. In the result, only above

one-seventh of the land of all Ireland was left in the

hands of the Irish Roman Catholics. There
followed immediately the rigorous application of the

penal enactments, which deprived them of all civil

and religious rights.

Economic prosperity will serve, not certainly as an
antidote so much the recent history of Ireland has

sufficiently proved but at least as an anodyne for

political ills. Towards the end of the seventeenth

century, in spite of all Ireland's troubles, several

branches of her manufacture, trade, and commerce
were prospering. But now, as if oppression in other
directions were not enough, the ingrained hostility
of the English people and it is worth noting that
it was now the hostility of the people, not merely
of the governing class towards the Irish assumed
a new shape. To the English merchants and
traders Ireland's prosperity seemed to be their loss,
and they persuaded the English Parliament to ruin
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the trade of Ireland except that in linen by

enforcing commercial restrictions. The English

Navigation Act of 1660, as amended in 1663,

prohibited all exports from Ireland to the Colonies,

and also, in the interest of English graziers,

prohibited temporarily the import of Irish cattle and

horses into England. Three years later this

prohibition was made permanent. These Acts

almost destroyed the Irish cattle and shipping
trades. Driven from cattle-rearing, the Irish applied

themselves to other industries, especially that of

wool, for which the country was well suited. As

early as the reign of Charles I., Strafford had

adopted measures to cripple the nourishing Irish

trade in wool and woollen cloths, though he

mitigated his offence by laying the foundations of

the great linen industry in Ulster. Despite
Strafford 's measures, the Irish wool industry

revived; but in 1699 it was finally extinguished.
The English cloth dealers petitioned to have it

suppressed, and William III., in his speech from

the Throne, undertook to do so. Accordingly an

export duty of four shillings in the pound on fine

woollen cloths, and of two shillings in the pound on

frieze and flannel, was imposed; and at the same
time an Act was passed prohibiting the Irish from

exporting either wool or woollen goods to any part of

the world except Liverpool, Chester, and some
Bristol Channel ports, and no woollens were to be

shipped to them from any Irish ports except

Drogheda, Dublin, Waterford, Youghal, Cork, and
Kinsale.
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These disastrous restrictions accomplished every-

thing that the English traders looked for; they

killed the Irish wool trade. Then began the

emigration from want of employment, which like

so many of the legacies of Irish history continues

to this day. Subsequently England interfered with

almost every branch of Irish trade and manufacture

beer, malt, oats, cotton, silk, gunpowder, iron

ware. In 1776 the embargo laid upon the export of

provisions from Irish ports in order to cheapen

supplies for the British Army, as well as to prevent

supplies from reaching America, almost ruined the

farmers and also the trade in salted beef and other

such commodities. It is important to observe here

that these restrictions coincided with a spacious

period of international development. Their effect

was to exclude Ireland from a share not only in the

European exchange of commerce, but also in the

European exchange of ideas.

When, at the end of the eighteenth century, these

restrictions were removed, and trade was partially

relieved, the remedy came too late. It is easier to

extinguish a trade than to revive it. Some branches

of trade and manufacture had been killed outright,

others permanently injured. The trade in wool, the

staple industry of Ireland, which was kept down for

nearly a century, never recovered its former state

of prosperity. It is the consequence of all this

destructive legislation that Ireland outside Ulster

has to-day comparatively little manufacture and

commerce, but is predominantly agricultural; and
this again aggravated the land troubles which
inherited from the time of the plantations.
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It is unnecessary to refer to the events of the past

century with which English schoolboys are given a

passable familiarity, though it is usually a

familiarity distorted by the divorce of these later

events from their origins in earlier history. I have

deliberately refrained from touching, beyond a

passing reference to the penal laws, upon the feud

of religion superadded by the events of the sixteenth

century to the tragic story of Ireland. Its effects

are reduced now to the proportions of a domestic

Irish question, and it is with Anglo-Irish relations

alone that I am here concerned. You, as a people

to-day, are a people of the largest tolerance in

religious matters ;
and in the past your persecution

of the faith of the majority in Ireland was in its

origins political rather than religious, and intended

rather to assert the power of the King over the

power of the Papacy, than designed out ofjmy real

hostility to that faith. For their part, I iSink I

write as a Protestant the Roman Catholic people
of Ireland more readily forgive your effort, now long

abandoned, to destroy the faith which they share

with other European countries, than they can forgive

your effort to destroy the nationality which is their

individual and most cherished possession.*

* For a convenient summary of the commercial restrictions, as
elsewhere in the preceding pages, I must record an indebtedness
to Dr. P. W. Joyce's compact

"
History."

C
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VII.

I HAVE no doubt that I have wearied you by this

brief and general sketch of some salient aspects of

Irish history, but these aspects are emphasised for

a purpose which will now appear. "This book,"

you will say,
"
professes to contain

' some thoughts

on Anglo-Irish relations and the War.' There is

much written here about Anglo-Irish relations in

the past : but what has this ancient history to do

with the War?" It has very much to do with the

War.
Observe the effect of this history upon Ireland's

present attitude in relation to Europe. You have

here a nation which, alone in Europe, stood outside

the Roman community. You have a nation of a

peculiarly intense individuality, of a peculiarly

distinctive culture. You have this nation, this

culture, assailed by another nation of a culture

essentially inferior, essentially inimical to it. You
have this nation engaged for centuries in a deadly

struggle of resistance to the powerful, persistent,
and vindictive efforts of the other nation to destroy
its institutions, its culture, its nationality, its very
life. You have this nation with its whole thought,
its whole energy, its whole essence, concentrated first

upon resistance to this monstrous aggression, and

later, when it had all but perished, upon the task of

recovery, of re-asserting its nationality. You have,
in a word, a phenomenon unique in Europe. You
have a nation so compelled by its destiny to the
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most intense preoccupation with its own affairs an

island nation, moreover, situated upon the verge of

Europe, and carefully excluded by the commercial

restrictions from taking a part in the European

exchange alike of commerce and of ideas that all

that interplay of influences which have gone to the

making of modern Europe, all those convulsions of

thought and action out of which modern Europe

emerged to the legacies of our time, have passed it

by almost so completely as to leave no mark upon it.

You have, in a word, an Ireland which is in Europe,
but not of Europe : a country which, historically and

in all other respects than the accident of geography,
is essentially extra-European.
The French know their Ireland better than the

English. They know her better because they
are more a kindred race, and because they have

made it their business to know her better.

How many Englishmen are aware that at

the Quai d'Orsay there is a department of

the French Foreign Office which is concerned

exclusively with Irish affairs and a department
which has at its head a Breton who knows
that Irish language with which no English states-

man has even a bowing acquaintance, of whose very
existence many Englishmen are ignorant ? The
French, I say, know their Ireland better than the

English. Let me quote you, in support of the case
for the remoteness of Ireland from Europe, some-

thing which was written by a Frenchman some
sixty years ago. In 1855, after a period of European
convulsion, M. Emile Montegut, a writer less well
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known in these countries than he deserves to be,

contributed to the Revue des Deux Mondes an article

on John Mitchel, the
"
Young Irelander," to which

he gave the sub-title of "A Study in Irish

Nationalism." It opened with these words :

"
In

the year 1848, when every throne in Europe rocked,

and every race was disturbed, Ireland had her own

little rebellion; it was easily suppressed. This

revolutionary attempt passed, so to speak, unper-
ceived. No one troubled about the fate of Ireland,

or had a tear of pity for her prisoners, one of whom
was descended from the ancient kings of Munster.

The Catholics themselves, the only party in Europe
which at any time has shown sympathy for Ireland,

were unmoved." There is the reverse of the medal.

As Ireland is remote from Europe, so is Europe
remote from Ireland.

This attitude of Europe towards Ireland M.

Montegut proceeded to explain in two ways.
"
In

the first place, the nearness of England will always
be hurtful to the poor sister Cinderella. . . In

the next place, the singular character of this nation

escapes the judgment of democratic crowds and

vulgar multitudes ; it can only interest a few indivi-

duals who have sufficient moral elevation to under-
stand certain delicacies which disappear from day
to day. . . The Celtic character, like monastic

life, like the passion of the ideal, like delicacy of

sentiment, evades the appreciation of the vulgar. .

If the oppressor of Ireland were Austria or Russia,
no invective, no anger, would suffice to denounce the

injustice and cruelty of the tyrant. Unhappily the
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oppressor of Ireland is England Protestant Eng-

land, constitutional, liberal, industrial and trading

England, the most accomplished type of the modern

nation, the model of nineteenth century civilisation.

How could the men of our time be expected to take

Ireland's part ? Has Ireland invented spinning

looms, railways, steamboats ? What inventions,

what service, does Europe owe to her ?"
" These are the true arguments of the merchants,

the industrialists, the economists; they are a very-

numerous and important race to-day, and their

tendency is to think of every subject in terms of

cotton and oil. Can Ireland, the politicians ask in

these terms, provide a government of a more intelli-

gent and reasonable kind than the English Govern-

ment ? Has she any other ideal of government
than the Celtic plan, the power of a half-savage

aristocracy tempered by the religious fervour of the

priest : two powers which all the nations have re-

nounced, and which can no longer regulate a compli-
cated society like ours ? This is the view of the

influential, opulent, enlightened section of European
society. Abandoned by these all-powerful classes,

can the Irish count at least on the sympathies of the

revolutionists ? No. The most anarchical Irish-

man, the most fiery partisan of physical force, is in

fact less versed in liberal ideas than the most
obstinate Monarchist on the Continent. John
Mitchel, assuredly the most violent of the Young
Irelanders, is, at bottom, less revolutionary than the

average English shop-keeper. He is revolutionary
on the surface, in his accent and expression, but
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not in spirit or in principle. Nor is the obstinate

attachment of the Irish to Catholicism calculated to

conquer the sympathies of the radicals. In short,

neither the extreme nor the moderate sections of

modern society set store on Ireland, and she finds

them in turn indifferent and lukewarm toward her

cause."
"
By virtue of her position Ireland cannot expect

that public opinion will be excited by her misfortunes

as it might be by the misfortunes of other people.

The shadow of England covers her. The contrast

with the land of liberty, of commerce, of industry,

is too striking, and must mislead the masses. . .

English publicity is immense, and all Europe reads

English newspapers; but who reads Irish journals

and pamphlets ? In these polemics England always

speaks the last word, and, just as English civiliza-

tion harms the cause of Ireland, so the noise of

English publicity stifles the voice of the Irish people ;

in this ugly struggle Europe only hears the voice of

England."
"There is another and more profound reason.

Our manner of judgment to-day is essentially prosaic
and bourgeois; we weigh and we measure things,

peoples, races, as we measure oil or as we weigh
stuffs. All that cannot be classed and numbered is

valueless in our eyes. A man has only a productive
and commercial value ; and the more a people pro-

duces, the greater it is. . . The modern world,
which only esteems what it can see and touch, is not

grateful to Ireland for her seductive gifts, and in

fact, this unhappy race is entirely isolated in our
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Occident; in all that exists nothing resembles it,

nowhere does it find a reflection of itself."

This indifference of Europe to Ireland which M.

Montegut pictures is the product of that remoteness

of Ireland from European influences which is in turn

the product of her introspective history. All the

revolutions of thought which convulsed and trans-

formed Europe passed Ireland by, or came to her

in a form which more than ever drove her in upon
herself. Take, for example, the Reformation.

What produced for much of Europe a liberation of

thought produced for Ireland merely a novel variety

of oppression. Take, again, the French Revolu-

tion; we have just seen M. Montegut' s estimate of

its influence, or absence of influence, upon
"
Young

Ireland."

You will discover essentially the same sense of

remoteness even in Ireland's foreign relations. It

is impossible to credit Ireland historically with any
consistent or principled foreign policy. That policy
was entirely opportunist, controlled entirely by the

exigencies of her quarrel with England. Let me
quote M. Montegut on John Mitchel again in this

connection.
" Do not ask if he is Catholic, Liberal

or Republican ; do not ask what government he

would give to Ireland. He hardly knows. He does

know that he hates England with all the forces of

his soul, and that there is no party in Europe of

which he is not prepared to declare himself the

defender, provided that England perish. French

nans-culottes, Austrian aristocrats, Russian de-

spotism please him in turn. The (French) revolu-
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tion of February drives him to revolt; but do not

think he is consistent with himself, and that he

was much afflicted by the death of the Republic !

Of all succeeding events he asks but one thing :

will they or will they not hurt England ? Do they

contain an occasion for the humiliation of Carthage ?

He applauds Mazzini, the enemy of Catholicism;

likewise he would applaud an Ultramontane Bishop

of Ireland blessing the standards of a Celtic insur-

rection. He salutes the French Republic with hope ;

but when on the pontoons of Bermuda he hears of

Louis Napoleon's election to the Presidency, he gives

a great shout of joy ; on his arrival in America he

hears the news from the East and echoes the warlike

trumpets of the Czar which resound on the Danube.

On each of these events he hears the good news

England's agony!"
All down her history Ireland's foreign policy is

consistent only in its inconsistency. The rebels of

the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries found

themselves allied with Spain ; the rebels of the late

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with France;

the rebels of 1916 with Germany. The last fact is

to most English people the crowning wickedness of

the Rebellion of 1916; how, they ask, could Irish-

men link themselves with such a people as the

Germans have proved themselves to be? The
indignant question is, in truth, quite beside the

point. The characteristics and institutions of

Germany were no more to a tiny minority of the

Irish people who rose in 1916 than were the charac-

teristics and institutions of Spain or France to the
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National rebellions of the past which is to say that

they were nothing. All that counted with Irish

rebels in 1916, as in 1600 or 1798, was that such or

such a Power was England's enemy. Ireland's

foreign relations, in a word, have always been no

more than the incidents, accidents, of her quarrel

with England. They emphasise, rather than

minimise, the essential remoteness of Ireland from

Europe.
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VIII.

THE position of Ireland has not changed essentially

since M. Montegut wrote the words just quoted.

There have been great changes in Ireland ; but her

relation to Europe has not changed. Indeed, her

absorption in her own affairs, to the almost

complete exclusion of interest in European affairs,

has been increased rather than diminished. The
interval has been occupied by a new phase in her

history. If one may borrow a military metaphor,
whereas her attitude in the preceding centuries had

been essentially defensive, it was in the last fifty

years essentially offensive. Before she was engaged
in a desperate defence of her nationality and her

national institutions against persistent and vindictive

efforts to destroy them. But now the rdles were

reversed. It became a question not how far

England could press her centuries-long campaign
for the destruction of Irish nationality, but of how
far she could deny the efforts of that nationality to

reassert itself, and find its fullest expression.

My military metaphor would have been still more

apt if I had said that Ireland was now engaged upon
a counter-offensive an offensive return. She was

engaged in recovering the rights and liberties of

which she had been for centuries deprived. The
two generations which separate M. Montegut's time

from our own, and especially the second of these

generations, were a period of emancipation of the

land war, and the final recovery of the land by the
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people in the succession of Land Acts and Land
Purchase Acts ; of the measures for the amelioration

of social conditions, such as the Labourers Acts and

the establishment of the Department of Agriculture

and Technical Instruction and the Congested
Districts Board ; of the grant of autonomy in local

affairs by the passing of the Irish Local Government

Act; of the improvement in educational facilities

and the removal of long-standing and serious

Roman Catholic educational grievances in the

establishment of the National University of Ireland.

All this material advance was accompanied by a

profound, an unexampled, stirring of national

consciousness which found a manifold expression.
The national spirit, which had been for centuries

refused expression, flowered, with its partial emanci-

pation in the material sphere, into a florid spiritual

life. The second generation between the date of

M. Montegut's article and the present time was the

generation of the reincarnation of intense antique

ideals, and the birth of equally intense modern ideals :

of Standish O'Grady and the History of Ireland;

Heroic Period, the recapture of the inspiration of

Ireland's heroic age, the epic emotion of the past;

of the modern Irish literary revival of which, for all

the diversity of form and method between himself

and his offspring, Standish O'Grady was the

authentic father; of the Fays, and the dramatic

movement, the Irish National Theatre, the folk-

drama of Synge and Colum and their followers; of

Dr. Douglas Hyde and the Gaelic League and the

Language movement; of "IE," and Sir Horace
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Plunkett and the co-operative movement which

sought to recreate the old communal civilization ; of

the Irish industrial revival.

These things filled the intellectual life of Ireland

full to overflowing. It was as if the national soul,

released from its long purgatory, could not find

expression swift and varied enough for its

aspirations. In this phase of Ireland, even more

than in that earlier phase of which M. Montegut

wrote, it was more than ever true, though now for

very different reasons, that Ireland was in Europe,
but not of Europe. In this intense emotion of

national expression in some of its manifestations,

indeed, Ireland actively resented any intrusion of

internationalism. The Gaelic League, for example,
tended increasingly to become an exclusive move-

ment a movement which, jealously safeguarding
that nationality which it was created to foster,

suspicious of renewed assaults upon it, in a passion
of nationalism shut out rigorously any external

influence which might weaken the impact of its

creed upon the awakening mind of the Irish people.
It was a phase which would eventually pass ; but

it is important to observe that the phase of Irish

development which immediately preceded the out-

break of the European War was this phase in which

Ireland, glorying in the expression of her new-found
intellectual liberty, exalting that imaginative
expression of liberty to the standard of an almost
fanatical creed, was more impervious, if not

deliberately hostile, to the play upon her life of

wider European influences than she had ever been,

perhaps, in her whole history before.
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Political events conspired to confirm and

perpetuate this mood up to the very moment of the

outbreak of the European War. This new Ireland,

intense with national consciousness, devoted all these

last few years, when you were dimly realising that

the march of European events tended almost

certainly towards war, subconsciously preparing

yourself for the shock of war Ireland devoted these

years with a single mind to the realisation of her

crowning hope : the grant of Home Rule, the formal

recognition by Great Britain of her individual

nationality. The armed challenge of Unionist

Ulster to the fulfilment of that aspiration, the

formation of the National Volunteers upon the other

side, all that interest intensely personal to herself

was the immediate prelude to Ireland's entry into

the European War. Rarely in her whole history

was Ireland more preoccupied with her own affairs,

more remote from Europe, than at the moment when
the war made its unexpected intrusion upon her

insularity.
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IX.

VAGUELY upon the outbreak of the European War

you realised something of all this. You realised,

at least, that the average Irishman was not to be

expected to look at the war in the same way as the

average Englishman. England's danger is said to

be Ireland's opportunity, and your first instinctive

thought was :

" What will they do, this Irish people

whom we have wronged for nearly seven centuries,

and whose memories are longer than the fifty years
or so during which we have tried to right those

wrongs?" What they did at the outset, however

tragic the relapse later, was in view of their

history, not unremarkable. They laid aside the

bitter domestic quarrel in which they were engaged,
and turned to the adventure of war. I use the word
"
adventure

"
advisedly, for it was the sense of

adventure, rather than any deeply-rooted conviction,

as we shall see in a moment, which in an emotional

phase temporarily captured the imagination of the

Irish people in support of the war. They proceeded
to equip three complete Irish Divisions of the New
Armies. They put into the field during the first

two years of war one hundred and thirty thousand

men.

You were vastly surprised at the time that time

when Ireland was to you
"
the one bright spot

"

that Ireland should make this hearty contribution

to the War, instead of at once finding her oppor-

tunity in England's danger. A variety of causes
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was responsible for it. I have said that Ireland is

remote from Europe; but that statement is subject

to qualifications and must not be pressed too far.

Within recent years the barriers of isolation have

been gradually breaking down, and such a profound

convulsion as a general European War could not fail

to stir even Ireland in her extra-European sleep

or nightmare. I have said that there has been no

principle in Irish foreign policy so far as such a

policy has had historical existence; but that state-

ment also is subject to qualifications, and must not

be pressed too far. In Ireland's jumble of disjointed

European associations, the most consistent feature

is association with France. The appeal of the

French tradition the hospitality which the
"
wild

geese" found in France, of Sarsfield and St. Ruth,
of the Irish Brigade which fought under the French

flag in many a Continental field, of '98 and Humbert
was potent, despite the anti-clerical policy of the

Third Republic, to align the sentiment of Ireland

on the side of the Allies. The influence of that factor

of the French tradition perhaps the most powerful
factor in determining at the outset on which side

Ireland should stand in this quarrel was never

formally invoked and systematically exploited. If

it had been, the subsequent history of Ireland's

association with the war might have been very
different; but the suggestion was never adopted,

though it was made, to summon the shade of

Sarsfield as a recruiting agent in Nationalist Ireland.

Again, the Irish are traditionally a military

people, and the times in Ireland, upon the outbreak
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of war, were war-like. That loaded atmosphere of

gunpowder, in which Irishmen had lived for a year

and more before the war, found its natural discharge

in one direction in the call of arms in Europe; as

later it found an outlet in another direction in the

Rebellion of Easter Week, 1916. Further, the

German invasion of Belgium, that monstrous outrage

upon a small nationality which roused even slow-

moving England to anger, was bound to evoke a

response from the country whose whole history is

that of an assertion of the rights of small

nationalities. An essentially extra-European

people like the Irish people, however, would have

intervened in that cause in no mood of altruism

unless it had seemed to them that, in striking a blow

for the rights of small nationalities in Belgium, they
were also striking a blow for the rights of small

nationalities in Ireland.

It was, finally, the placing of the Home Rule

Bill upon the Statute Book which made the difference

in the attitude of Ireland towards the War. I

repeat that I am concerned here with the racial, not

the political, relations between Ireland and England.
The merits or demerits of the Home Rule Act are

not in question. Personally I regard it as no valid

instrument of an Anglo-Irish settlement. But for

Nationalist Ireland it was at least a formal

recognition of Irish nationality, and that recognition,
it must be admitted, was of capital value in

securing Ireland's support for the war. Without it,

indeed, there would have been to Nationalists some

aspect of cynicism in the spectacle of England
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inviting the assistance of Ireland in a war on behalf

of the rights of small nationalities.

For all these reasons, then, Ireland furnished

forth her quota of one hundred and thirty thousand

men for the war. But it remained true, despite this

participation of hers in the war, that Ireland

remained essentially extra-European. The concep-

tion of the war as the supreme grapple in the secular

struggle between the forces of liberalism and reaction

in Europe struck no root in Ireland, for Ireland

historically had no knowledge of or interest in that

secular struggle. Still less did the conception that

her own national existence was at stake in the war
strike root in Ireland. If she had never formed any
secure friendships on the Continent, neither had

she ever contemplated any enemy except England.
It is one of the penalties of attempting for centuries

to reduce a nation to a state of vassalage that it

becomes in the end incapable of envisaging as an

enemy any other nation than yourself.
If it is permissible to learn from one's foes,

let me quote in this connection a passage from

Roger Casement's famous article of some years back

"Ireland, Germany and the Next War."

Discussing the situation in Ireland in the event of

a German invasion, he wrote these words :

" The

population has been disarmed for a century, and by
bitter experience has been driven to regard the use

of arms as a criminal offence. Patriotism has been

treated as a felony. Volunteers and Territorials

are not for Ireland. To expect that a disarmed and

demoralised people, who have been sedulously
batoned into a state of moral and physical dejection,
D
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should develop military virtues in the face of a

disciplined army is to attribute to Irishmen the very

qualities their critics unite in denying them.
' The

Irishman fights well everywhere except in Ireland
'

has passed into commonplace ; and since every effort

of government has been directed to ensuring the

abiding application of the sarcasm, Englishmen
would find in the end the emasculating success of

their rule completely justified in the physical sub-

mission of Ireland to the new force that held her

down." Strip those words of the exaggeration, born

of an intense hatred of England, which led their

author to be even more unfair to Ireland than to

England in the effort to support his case against the

latter, and they contain a substantial element of

truth, which is one factor in determining the

difference of Ireland's outlook upon the war.

The Irish people, moreover, though they live in

an island, and an island of such a shape that no

part of it is more than fifty miles from the sea, are

not a naval people. An interesting study waits to

be written upon the curious fact that, adventurous

as their disposition is, urged to emigration as they
have been for centuries, first by political and then

by economic reasons, this island people have never

acquired a seafaring habit. Though the East Coast

has always contributed largely, and has contributed

largely in this war, to the manning of the Royal
Navy, the Irish people as a whole completely lack

that "sense" of the sea which is instinct in the

English people, and to the great majority of them
the significance of sea power, profoundly though
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that influence has affected their history, is a closed

book. A partial explanation of this singular fact is

doubtless to be found in those commercial restric-

tions which, as we have seen, destroyed Ireland's

commerce in the eighteenth century; but that is

obviously not the whole explanation. For the

purposes of the present study, however, the fact,

whatever its explanation, must suffice that the Irish

people in the mass have no "sense" of the sea,

and no conception of the significance of sea power.
For this reason, then, in addition to the reasons

noted above, there was no fear of invasion to

stimulate a feeling that Ireland's national existence

was at stake in the war. The conception of the

War as
"
Ireland's war," as the phrase went, never

struck root in Ireland; and that indeed is the fun-

damental of this whole matter. One is free to

deplore it and to condemn it ; but the fact remains

and it may be regarded as, if a regrettable, still a

natural, consequence of her history that Ireland

never grasped that conception of the War as

"Ireland's war"; that she never, at bottom,

regarded it as a war which must vitally concern her

own destiny ; that she continued, not so much because

she was exigent to push her claims at inconvenient

moments, as because her history had made her

introspective and impervious to external influences,

to conceive her own affairs as being, for her,

essentially more important than the issue of the war
itself

; that she was inclined to regard her participa-

tion in the war, not as a sacrifice which her vital

national interests demanded, but as a gratuitous
assistance in somebody else's war.
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In this attitude she accepted the guardianship of

the British Navy as a matter of course, with no

feeling that it imposed any obligation on herself,

with no subconsciousness that without that "sure

shield
"

she might be forced by invasion to recognize

her direct interest in the war. No enemy cruisers

bombarded her shores to remind her that such a

threat existed. No Zeppelins dropped bombs on her

towns and countryside to carry to her people the

conviction that this was a war not merely of armies

but of peoples, and of the Irish people as much as

any other people. If we except the torpedoing of

ships off her coasts, no outside stimulus of the war
came to disturb her insular remoteness,

" an island

beyond an island," upon the verge of Europe and

its war.
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X.

THAT remoteness of Ireland, that inevitable

difference in her outlook upon the war, you had

accepted in the early stages of the war as a matter of

course. It seemed to you though later emotions

may have obscured the recollection quite natural

that Ireland should be exempted from certain

burdens of the war. You acquiesced, indifferently

if not readily, in her exemption from the Military
Service Acts. But insensibly your attitude changed.
Whereas in the early stages of the war it had

seemed to you a very wonderful thing that Ireland

should have furnished a hundred and thirty

thousand men, as the war went on it became to you
first a surprising, and later an exasperating, thing
that she had failed to contribute the other hundred

and sixty thousand men who remained available for

military service. It was the surer instinct which

fastened upon it as a notable fact that nearly half

Ireland's available men had' gone to the war, than

upon it as a notable fact that a little more than half

her available men had not gone. The change was

subjective, in yourselves, not objective, not affecting

Ireland.

In any prolonged war there occurs inevitably at a

certain point a tendency towards a reaction of the

national will and determination. Such a tendency
occurred at a certain point in your case, in the case

of the English people. But the march, the impetus,
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of events corrected it almost as soon as it manifested

itself. You have waged the war under a perpetual

and increasing moral stimulus, a conscious and sub-

conscious concentration of effort affecting both sexes

and all classes. The insistence of the war's demands

upon you increased and multiplied. There was the

sense of movement, of destiny, urging you, the

central people in the Grand Alliance, a people in

the full tide and central tumult of the war, whether

you would or no, along the path of greater and still

greater effort. The very impetus of the thing made

you willing and even eager to put forth that effort.

Sometimes leading, more often following, the march

of destiny and the urgent driving force of your

public opinion, your rulers were moved to make a

serious and concerted effort to organize you for war

conditions. In this surrender to the claims of the

war, this mobilization of your whole people, the

women of your nation played a most important,

perhaps the most important, part. It is the women
who suffer most in war. It is the women who, as

the most ardent anti-feminist must nowadays admit,
in war-time largely mould, make or mar public

opinion.

Now in this perpetual and increasing stimulus

under which you waged the war, and especially in

the invocation of the highest patriotic instincts in

the women of the nation, Ireland, again, did not

share. No serious and co-ordinated effort was made
to organize Ireland generally for war conditions;
and that default continued, with ever-increasing

influence, in a country which, for many reasons
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social, political and economic demanded strenuous,

sustained and sympathetic readjustment to violently

changed and changing conditions. Some schemes

of war organization, indeed, touching non-essential

things, but not for that reason without potent

qualities of irritation and discontent, were applied

with slavish impartiality to Great Britain and to

Ireland. Englishmen threatened the existence of

the Government because the administration of their

soldiers and sailors' pensions were bungled by the

responsible authorities. The principal authority,
the Statutory Pensions Committee, devised a

complicated and peculiarly English scheme, totally

unsuited to Irish conditions, which it insisted should

apply equally in Mayo and Tipperary. Half the

Irish County Councils declined to try the impossible,

and disabled Irish soldiers were deprived of their

pensions. What the authorities did clumsily in

Ireland, however, was less important than what they

neglected entirely.

From all the essential schemes of war organization
Ireland was simply left out altogether. She was

asked for men and money ; but she begged in vain,

in the time of her first enthusiasm for the war, for

the opportunity to render the forms of service which

Englishmen and Scotsmen were told to regard s

of no less vital importance. Months after England
and Scotland were humming with munition and

other war factories, Ireland was reluctantly thrown

a consoling crumb in the shape of one miniature

shell factory. When for many months past

thousands of women had been busy day and night in
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the State factories in Great Britain, and when

machines stood idle because more women could not

be found to work them, Ireland had not even been

organized to give similar opportunities of "doing
their bit" to more than a few hundred women.

Thousands of capable women stood idle and

discontented seeking employment in Ireland, and

tens of thousands of others were ready to serve if

an appeal was made to them; but their assistance

was not invoked. We were told that every fresli

acre made to produce food represented a vital war

service. While the women of Great Britain were

trained and organized by the State to undertake

agricultural work, no similar effort was made in

Ireland a predominantly agricultural country,

capable of a vastly increased production. And the

head of our Department of Agriculture was surprised
and disappointed that there was no increase in Irish

food production !

Herein, I think, largely reside the root and

explanation of Ireland's national
"
falling-away."

A large school of Irish Nationalists believe

that they can justify Ireland's retrogression

by denouncing the blunders of the War Office

in recruiting matters. These blunders are

admitted; but the real truth lay much deeper
and wider. It lay in the fact that no serious

and co-ordinated steps were taken to confirm,
sustain and support the enthusiasm of Ireland for

the war against the inevitable tendency towards

reaction. That enthusiasm, as we have seen, was,
as the result of Ireland's essential remoteness from
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Europe, largely superficial, largely emotional.

That reaction was inevitable in any case even more

certain in Ireland than in Great Britain; but if

measures had been taken to guard against it, as,

under the pressure of circumstances, they were

taken in Great Britain, there would have been good

hope that it would have been found possible to hand

on the flaming torch of enthusiasm for the war

which had already lit the lamps of an unexpectedly

large number of Irishmen, to every man, woman and

child in the land, and to make Ireland one, for the

first time in her history, with the eternal fires which

ever smouldered, and had now leapt into flame, in

the life of the Continent of Europe.
It was not done; the torch paled, flickered, finally

went out. The reaction came in Ireland, as it came

in Great Britain. It found Great Britain braced to

resist its corrosive influence upon the national will

by the gathering impetus of the effort which had

been wisely sustained and put forth. It found

Ireland never, by the natural product of her history

of isolation from Europe, whole-heartedly engaged
in the war with the "first fine careless rapture"
of her superficial and emotional war interest wholly

spent; it found her without the stimulus of any

comprehensive plan of war organisation which should

propose by making every man and woman

consciously doing something to win the war, to

mitigate its suffering, or to prepare for bearing our

after-war responsibilities to carry her successfully,
as Great Britain was carried successfully, over the

phase of reaction. In short, the
"

falling away
"

of
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Ireland is explained by the simplest rule of national

psychology. It was the case of a nation whose

national consciousness, as we have seen, was not

deeply stirred by the war, succumbing, in that fit

of reaction in which all nations shared, but over

which potent influences were operative to carry the

other nations, to sheer war-weariness.

It was while this mood was growing upon Ireland

that there was evoked that influence which, for

convenience sake, we may call Sinn Fein. The Irish

are an emotional people ;
their opinion it is another

product of their history is easily moved ; reactions

swing far in Ireland. It did not need much, when
the national temper had swung from one of super-

ficial enthusiasm for the war to one of war-weariness,
to induce an atmosphere wherein it would swing
further. Ireland had made something of an

excursion, on the wings of the war, into the wider

life of Europe ; she had returned wearily from that

excursion into her own life ; there was induced a

mood wherein a subtle influence must be exercised

by the ideas concentrated and expressed in the

words Sinn Fein " We ourselves." It is a case

where it is clearly difficult to disentangle cause and

effect ; but it may be submitted, as the more probable
of two theories, that the war-weariness of Ireland

was a condition precedent to active disaffection,

rather than that the knowledge that disaffection was

working underground produced the reaction, though
it may well have contributed to the decline of

interest in the war.

In any case, Ireland's enthusiasm for the war
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declined ; and it declined precisely at the time when

your enthusiasm was becoming more and more stable

and more and more exalted. You forgot, in this

new mood, those necessary differences in the Irish

outlook upon the war which at an earlier stage you
had accepted as a matter of course ; you ignored
what Ireland had done and fastened upon what she

had not done, because your new criterion for your-
selves was not

" What has been done?" but
" What

more can be done?" You asked with growing

impatience why Ireland should not bear an equal
share in the burden of the war. And upon this

frame of mind of yours broke, suddenly,

shatteringly, the Rebellion of Easter Week.
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XI.

Is it at all possible to explain that event to a people,

as you are, immersed in the business of war, more

than ever aloof from the mood of Ireland ? I doubt

it ; but one must try. A friend and myself have

published a substantial book in which we deal at

length with the history of the Rebellion in so far,

chiefly, as its mechanics are concerned. But upon
mature consideration its mechanics are, I think, of

relatively small importance at least from the point
of view of the present study in comparison with

its motif. One passage in our
"
History

"
a

footnote perhaps goes nearest to the fundamentals

of the rising. Here it is :

" We are reminded of

Sorel* s idea of the catastrophic revolution : that
1

attitude of spirit which was born in ancient Greece

(we have seen earlier in this study, it may be

recalled here, that the early Irish culture probably
derived from Greece) among poor and warlike tribes

whose immense aristocratic pride was fostered by
poets who sang of triumphant expeditions and
victorious battles soon to come.' .... Compare
one of the leaders of 1916 on '

battle for Ireland
'

:

'It is not merely the love of country felt by the

fatter nations. . . It is not merely the love of the

sod of Ireland. . . It is not merely the love of

liberty, or of the rights of men. . . It springs
not merely from economic grievance, or from

grievance against the administration of alien law.

... It is the knowledge that there still lives in
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this country, in this race, a
"
holy cause." Irish

Nationalism here takes on the character of one of

those myths or mental constructions which (in

Sorel's words)
' we must not analyse too closely

'

;

the passage to it must not be conceived as otherwise

than violent and catastrophic, must never be

resolved into a sum of historical details."

In other words, there was in the Rebellion some

quality of inevitability. Recruiting blunders; the

formation of the first Coalition Government, with,

upon the one side, its possible danger to the Home
Rule cause, and, upon the other side, its threat that

conscription might be extended to Ireland; the

pressure of German and Irish-American influence

upon extremist opinion in Ireland these events

which are commonly regarded as the proximate
causes of the Rebellion concern merely the superficies

of things. Irritants and stimulants of this kind

would bring matters to a head ; they would precipi-

tate a manifestation, but only where predisposition
existed ; they do not supply, in themselves, adequate
causation. You must go much deeper below the

surface for a valid explanation.
I have touched in an earlier chapter upon that

profound stirring, awakening, flowering of national

consciousness, expressed in such forms as the

literary and Gaelic movements, which accompanied
the partial political and economic emancipation cf

Ireland during the past generation. It is a facile

view which would attribute to these movements any
direct responsibility for the Rebellion. But there

may clearly be traced to them, or rather to the mood
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from which they sprang, an indirect and perfectly

innocent responsibility for it. Here was an intense

consciousness and expression of nationality

repressed for centuries and glorying in its new-found

liberty. It tended naturally into a certain fashion

of militancy ; we have seen that Ireland in this mood

resented the intrusion of internationalism upon that

new liberty of national thought which she had

developed and was jealous to safeguard. In this

mood there was released a high potential of national

energy. Give it an opportunity, and, with the

Influence of that past history of Ireland which is an

attitude of protest and resistance to govern and guide

it, it was likely that it should discharge in violence.

Such an opportunity was discovered in the disturb-

ance of the war and the consequent movement of

Irish thought into novel channels, and, following

upon that disturbance, a movement back into old

channels, inducing the vacuum of national thought
created by Ireland's relapse into war-weariness. I

submit that the most true conception of the Rebellion

is that of the discharge into that vacuum of an

almost inevitable effervescence upon the surface of

Ireland's intense mood of national awakening.
It is not to be represented, of course, that the

Rebellion was the outcome of a wholly unconscious,
or subconscious, effervescence of this character. In

its ultimate origins it was ; but there was also present
in it a certain element of deliberation. Here one

approaches an aspect of Irish affairs which a writer
of English birth must approach with some diffidence,
and must almost despair altogether of attempting to
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interpret to English readers the aspect, I mean,

of mysticism. None but a born Irishman can feel

in his soul that conviction that Ireland is, indeed,

Inis Fail, the Island of Destiny, that her destiny is

high, and that she must follow where it leads, which

is instinct in the Irish people, and is, perhaps, the

chief stumbling-block to their understanding by the

English people; though it was a man of English

birth, Lionel Johnson, that odd figure of the Irish

literary revival, who wrote many years ago the

prophetic verse which supplies us with a key to the

Rebellion, and to that brooding and introspective

imagination of Pearse, its leader, which was haunted

by the idea that the Irish cause demanded a blood -

sacrifice :

' ' A dream ! A dream ! an ancient dream !

Yet ere peace come to Inisfail,

Some weapons in some field must gleam,
Some burning glory fire the Gael."

It was no mere chance that the leaders of the

Rebellion were, for the most part, mystical poets.

The quality of mysticism invests the whole of this

melancholy transaction. It will, perhaps, be better

to invoke the aid of an Irishman and poet of to-day
in my attempt at explanation. "The truth is,"

wrote Mr. James Stephens on the morrow of the

Rebellion,
"
that Ireland is not cowed. She is

excited a little. She is gay a little. She was not

with the revolution, but in a few months she will be,
and her heart which was withering will be warmed
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by the knowledge that men have thought her worth

dying for. ... If freedom is to come to Ireland

as I believe it is then the Easter Insurrection was

the only thing that could have happened. I speak

as an Irishman, and am momentarily leaving out

of account every other consideration. If, after all

her striving, freedom had come to her as a gift, as

a peaceful present such as is sometimes given away
with a pound of tea, Ireland would have accepted the

gift with shamefacedness, and have felt that her

centuries of revolt had ended in something very like

ridicule. The blood of brave men had to sanctify

such a consummation if the national imagination
was to be stirred to the dreadful business which is

the organizing of freedom. . . . Following on such

tameness, failure might have been predicted, or at

least feared, and war (let us call it war for the sake

of our pride) was due to Ireland before she could

enter gallantly into her inheritance. We might
have crept into liberty like some domesticated man,
whereas now we may be allowed to march into

freedom with the honours of war."

Does that quotation, and the few paragraphs with

which I have prefaced it, serve at all to explain the

Rebellion to you? I am very conscious of the

inadequacy of that explanation ; it is the best I have

to offer. The whole motif of the Rebellion was

peculiarly Irish, so peculiarly Irish as almost to be

unreal and unintelligible to the average English
mind unacquainted with Ireland. But it was easily

intelligible and very real to the Irish mind. If it is

difficult for English people to understand the
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Rebellion itself, it is easier for you to understand its

aftermath. It occurred at a singularly unfortunate

moment from the point of view of Anglo-Irish
relations. England was wholly concentrated on the

war, forgetful of the inevitable difference in the Irish

attitude and outlook, increasingly exasperated by
the "falling away" of Ireland; and the Rebellion

had the effect of quickening that emotion to an

intense indignation against Ireland. But for

Ireland the natural and logical consequence of the

Rebellion was, unhappily, to emphasise her remote-

ness from the war, to divert her whole interest from

the affairs of Europe to her own affairs.
"
Ireland," said Mr. James Stephens in the

passage which I have quoted above,
" was not with

the Rebellion; but in a few months she will be.
; '

His phrase,
"
with the Rebellion," is not, of course,

to be translated literally. It did not mean that

Ireland would share the desire of its authors to throw

off the British connexion by violence. Strategically,
as I think, the Rebellion was serious

; politically it

was, in itself, trivial. It failed so completely and

so early for the precise reason that the great mass
of the Irish people did not approve of it, and not

only did that mass of opinion not respond to its

appeal, but immediately after its suppression it

repudiated and condemned the whole business.

Ireland was certainly not
"
with the Rebellion

"

in any narrow and exact meaning of the

phrase. But nevertheless she was bound to

be "with the Rebellion" in the sense that

its inspiration was the inspiration of her whole

E
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history; in the sense that she admired the

courage of the enterprise, even if she did not

approve it ; in the sense that it evoked the glamour
of ancient emotions. "Ireland was not with the

Rebellion ; but in a few months she will be." These

words were written before the immediate sequel to

the Rebellion. It was, in fact, a matter not of a

few months, but of a few, and a very few, days.

The events of those few days immediately after the

suppression of the Rebellion made Ireland "with

the Rebellion" with a swiftness, and to a degree,

which, before they took place, no man in Ireland

would have contemplated.
I am not asking you to regard the executions of

the rebel leaders, the sentences of penal servitude,

the deportations, announced baldly day after day
without publication of the evidence which justified

the infliction of the capital penalty, from behind the

closed doors of Field Courts-Martial, from the point
of view of their justice, or even of their expediency.
I am simply inviting you to observe, and 10

endeavour to understand, their effect on that Irish

public which read of them, as has been well said,

"with something of the feeling of helpless rage
with which one would watch a stream of blood

dripping from under a closed door."

It follows necessarily from her history that the

national heroes of Ireland, after the legendary figures
of bardic times and those first opponents of foreign
invasion such as Brian Bom, are the men who have

resisted in arms the domination of England who

are, in other words, "rebels." Art MacMurrogh
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Kavanagh, who waged successful war against
Richard II. ; the long line of Geraldines from

Garrett in the time of the Tudors to Lord Edward ;

the O'Neills and O'Donnels of Ulster, whose

century of intermittent rebellion culminated in the

first flight of the
"
wild geese

"
at the beginning of

the seventeenth century, to be renewed half a

century later; Sarsfield in the war of William and

James (who ranks as a
"
rebel

"
in English history) ;

Wolfe Tone and the Emmets a hundred years later ;

Mitchel, Smith O'Brien, Meagher, and the other

"Young Irelanders
"

in 1848; James Stephens and

the Fenian leaders in 1867 these are the national

heroes of Ireland.

The men of 1916 take their place naturally in that

illustrious succession in the popular imagination.

Exact from them the supreme penalty for their

offence, and you at once invoke, and invest their

persons with, all the ancient memories for which

that succession stands. You replace in a moment
an appeal to reason with an irresistible appeal to

sentiment.
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XIII.

THE aftermath of the Rebellion, in fact, conjured

up all Ireland's past to the almost complete efface-

ment of her present. In my earlier chapters I have

endeavoured to present the Ireland of to-day against

her historical background. The emotions released

in Ireland by the aftermath of the Rebellion violently

threw Ireland actually into that background. Some
consideration of Ireland's attitude towards her rebels

of the past may serve to explain the extraordinary

revulsion of feeling which swept over the country
as the result of the aftermath of '16. Ireland has

never admitted the validity of the claim that, as

an essential article of any treaty of political peace
with England, as an earnest of her loyalty to the

British connexion to-day, she should make, as it

were, a formal act of self-humiliation, a formal

repudiation of her history of rebellion and of her

famous rebels.
"
She may enter the Council of

Empire," wrote Kettle,
"
provided that she enters

on her knees and leaves her history outside as a

shameful burden. This is not a demand that can

be conceded, or that men make on men. ... In

days rougher than ours, when a blind and tyrannous
England sought to drown the national faith of

Ireland in a sea of blood, there arose among our
fathers men who annulled that design. We cannot

undertake to cancel the names of these men from
our calendar. We are no more ashamed of them
than the Constitutional England of modern times
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is ashamed of her Langtons and de Montforts, of

her Sidneys and Hampdens."
You get the same sentiment in the lines of which

the same writer said
"

as political poetry, this may
be open to amendment ; as poetic politics, it is sound,

decisive and answerable",:

"
Bond, from the toil of hate we may not cease;

Free, we are free to be your friend.

But when you make your banquet, and we come,

Soldier with equal soldier must we sit,

Closing a battle, not forgetting it,

With not a name to hide.

This mate and mother of valiant rebels dead

Must come with all her history on her head.

We keep the past for pride,

Nor war nor peace shall strike our poets dumb.

No rawest squad of all Death's volunteers,

No simplest man who died,

To tear your flag down, in the bitter years,

But shall have praise, and three times thrice again,

When, at that table, men shall drink with men."

In the cold and impartial light of history, this

attitude of Ireland's towards her rebels of the past
is surely justified; for those rebellions themselves

were justifiable. The rebellions of earlier years
were the reply of a proud people to a monstrous

political aggression; the rebellions of the close of

the eighteenth and of the nineteenth centuries had

behind them the driving force of economic misery.
No such justification was to be discovered for the

Rebellion of 1916; but, "we keep the past for
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pride," and that Rebellion, justified or not justified,

approved by the great mass of the Irish people or

not approved, evoked in a moment, when its authors

were made to pay the capital penalty, an irresistible

appeal to tradition, to sentiment, which, as I have

said, completely replaced the appeal to reason. The

ghosts of Ireland's yesterdays are never far behind,

beckoning over the shoulder of to-day.

Remember that Ireland's whole history is a

history of protest and resistance against the

domination of England, and that she has never in

all that history envisaged any enemy except

England ; remember, on the other hand, that, as a

natural consequence, her history is one of utter

remoteness from Europe, and that her national

imagination was never really captured by the appeal
of the European war of to-day. Remember these

things, and it will become intelligible how it was

that the memory of her thousands of soldiers who
had died in the face of the enemy in France and

Flanders, in Gallipoli and Macedonia, suddenly
became less vital and real to her than the memory
of her dozen rebels who died at the hands of English

firing-parties in the barrack-yards of Dublin.

From that moment the war ceased to matter to

Ireland. The old and deep emotions resumed full

sway of the national imagination and jostled out the

novel and superficial emotions induced by the war

and Ireland's early participation in it. All her

past history recoiled upon her. She was back in

the ancient fierce mood of quarrel with England.
That old preoccupation of hers which had kept her
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isolated from Europe, revived by the events of

Easter Week and the events which followed, once

more thrust Europe and its affairs out of her

immediate ken. Two years after the outbreak of

the European War Ireland was again as remote from

Europe in her absorption in her own affairs as she

had been up to the eve of war inded, she was even

more remote. That utter remoteness from the war
was something that could be felt felt almost as

soon as one landed at Kingstown.
The attitude of the English people, as exhibited

in the greater part of the English Press, towards

this phenomenon of Ireland's remoteness from the

war in its latest and extreme expression has been

singularly unhelpful. I do not say that it has been

unintelligible. The feeling against Ireland of a

people immersed in the business of war, profoundly

ignorant for the most part of Irish history, and too

impatient to stop and reflect upon the continuing
influence of that history upon the Ireland of to-day,

is, on the contrary, to an unbiassed student of

affairs, perfectly intelligible, and, as I have said

before, though I have attempted to assume the r6le

of such a student here, personally I deplore this

remoteness of Ireland from the war. But the mass
of the Irish people are not unbiassed students of

affairs; and I repeat that this attitude has been

singularly unhelpful. It took the form of a renewed

proposal to extend conscription to Ireland ;
and the

methods by which it was proposed to recommend
this proposal to Ireland were of two kinds.

In the first place, it was suggested that, if
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Ireland did not accept conscription, she would

be made the victim of a boycott by England.
She would be denied Home Rule; she would be

penalised in her commercial relations with England.
There never was a time when this kind of argument
could have less effect upon Ireland, or, if it had any

effect, would have that of popularising the feeling

which we conveniently describe as Sinn Fein. The
Rebellion was, in one aspect, the expression of a

protest against the Irish policy which was content

to regard what Ireland considered to be her rights

as matters which should be left to the fortune of

English party political exigencies. 'Long before

the Rebellion the feeling was growing up that the

expression of the demand for the recognition of

Ireland's national rights in the form of intervention

in somewhat squalid political intrigues in the

British Parliament was scarcely dignified for a

people advancing claims which they desired to be

regarded as national. You have that feeling in

Mr. W. B. Yeats's lines, written several years ago :

" Was it for this the wild geese spread
The grey wing upon every tide,

For this that all that blood was shed,

For this Edward Fitzgerald died,

And Robert Emmet and Wolfe Tone,
All that delirium of the brave :

Romantic Ireland's dead and gone,
It's with O'Leary in the grave."

The Ireland which, after the Rebellion, was, in
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Mr. James Stephens's words,
"
excited a little, gay

a little," which was under the influence of the

romantic mood whose death Mr. Yeats had

prematurely mourned this Ireland was not likely

to respond to the argument of political expediency
advanced in the English Press.

The other argument advanced was no better

calculated to evoke a favourable response from

an Ireland in this mood. It was absurd

to suggest that a race with a great military

tradition like the Irish had suddenly become,

in general, a race of cowards ; it was even

more fantastic to accuse of cowardice because

he would not submit to conscription that

Irishman in particular who was fully prepared to

go out on a hillside with a gun to resist it. The
Irish opposition to conscription had been

strengthened by the fact that the Rebellion was

partly inspired by the belief that its application was

imminent, so that the memory of the dead remained

a continuing inspiration to resist it.

Apart from that sentiment, the Irish opposition
to conscription is inspired by one main and several

contributory reasons. It derives in part from the

natural repugnance of Irishmen to compulsion in

any form, and a fortiori in its extremest form.

Ireland has had plenty of compulsion in her history,
and the more she has had of it the stronger has

grown her attitude of protest and resistance. It

derives in part in large part from the fact on

which I have earlier laid emphasis, that the

conception of the war as "Ireland's war" never
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struck any deep root in Ireland. Conscription is

not a measure to which a nation is prepared to

submit unless it is firmly persuaded that its most

vital interests are at stake, and that they can be

defended by no less means; but, as I have

endeavoured to show, Ireland was not, and is not,

conscious that her vital interests are at stake to this

degree.

In the next place, it derives in part from the view

that, where no urgent necessity of this character

exists, wherein all other considerations must be

sacrificed, Ireland cannot economically afford the

drain of manhood involved in general conscription

and the high rate of wastage in man-power which

is suffered in modern war. The population of

Ireland has been reduced by half in the past fifty

years, and Ireland to-day is sadly under-populated.
The normal growth of population has scarcely yet

begun to balance the loss of population through

emigration. The fact that, even under conscription,

relatively so small a proportion of population would

be mobilisable is due to the circumstance that an

unduly large proportion of the population consists

of men respectively over and under military age.

The percentage of rejections have always been much

higher among Irish than among English recruits,

for the same reason that emigration drains the

country of a great number of its best men. In

these circumstances it is represented that general

conscription of her small stock of healthy young
men would mean for Ireland something not very
far removed from race-suicide. I am not endorsing
this argument ; I am merely stating it.
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But, most of all, the Irish opposition to

conscription derives from the belief that the principle

of nationality is vitally involved in the question,

and that acceptance of it would fatally compromise
the national claims of Ireland. You offered no

intervention when Australia debated the question of

conscription; you were unmoved by her rejection

of it by referendum; you regarded it as a matter for

Australia to decide for herself, and of her own free

will. The Irish claim is that Ireland stands in this

matter in a position analogous with that of Australia.

I have not seen this case better put than it was put
in an anonymous letter which appeared in the

Manchester Guardian last autumn, over the

signature of
" An Irishman." As I have said, my

political associations in this country have been

Unionist. The Irish Unionist view, of course, is

that conscription should have been extended to

Ireland. I am not competent, therefore, to state

this aspect of the case against it myself; and I

cannot do better in an attempt to define the

Nationalist attitude than quote that statement of

the case in full.
"
Ireland's opposition to the application of

conscription to her by the British Legislature is not

an accidental thing. It is indissolubly bound up
with her claim to nationhood. Ireland is indeed

de facto part of the United Kingdom, but that fact

is the consequence of an instrument, the Act of

Union, the moral validity of which Ireland has

never recognized. The whole of the circumstances

leading up to and attendant on the passing of that
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measure as witness the testimony of Mr. Gladstone

are sufficient justification for the Irish attitude

towards it. The history of Ireland since the measure

was passed has been the record of the struggle to

obtain recognition and restoration of the right, never

abandoned by her, to govern herself. The struggle

has taken the form of a continuous affirmation of

that right, and a continuous protest against the

claim of the British Parliament to make laws for

her. If this is true of laws affecting the disposition

of the property and persons of Irishmen, how much
more true must it be of a measure affecting the

disposition of their lives ? Indeed, the difference is

one of kind rather than of degree. Assuming good

intentions, a man or a people may possibly go far

without moral blame in disposing of the affairs of

another man or another people ; but nothing could

justify one man in pledging the life of another so

long as the other was capable of judgment. That,
at all events, seems an elementary principle of

civilization, and its negation obviously implies

slavery. Let me give you an example. The

suggestion was made in Parliament, by Colonel

Churchill, I think, that black troops might be
enrolled to fight in the war. If this meant the

application of the ordinary methods of recruiting,
there might be something to say for it, but if it

meant the forcible taking of South African natives

and impressing them into regiments, that would

quite clearly be slavery of the extremest type.
Colonel Churchill, I have no doubt, would promptly
repudiate the second of the two interpretations.
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Now, starting from the basis that Ireland has never

assented to her de facto incorporation in the United

Kingdom, the position is the same. It would give

no moral sanction to the forcible impressment of

South African natives if bogus legislation here and

in South Africa were passed as a preliminary

making them members of the United Kingdom ; nor

can the Irish Act of Union give the necessary moral

sanction to conscript Irishmen."
" This is a matter upon which no concession is

possible. If we Irishmen were to admit that any

body, save a properly constituted Irish Legislature,
has the right to dispose of the lives of Irishmen, we
should be giving up everything, for everything goes
with that admission. We should be abandoning the

last shred of nationality and national feeling. No
matter how much we may approve of the war and

believe in the justice of the Allied cause, no matter

how much individually we may be willing and even

eager to fight for that cause, there is a higher

principle involved in the refusal or acceptance of

the British Parliament's right to apply conscription
to Ireland. To fight for the Allies is to fight for

the menaced or actually outraged freedom of other

nations. It is a good thing. But to admit the

claims of any other people to force conscription on
Ireland is to give the lie to our whole claim to

nationhood, to deny our own right to freedom, to

sell ourselves into slavery. Resistance to that claim
comes first."

A more personal illustration may serve to

elucidate this attitude. I have met young
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Nationalists who had made up their minds to enlist,

but reversed their decision when the introduction of

conscription seemed likely. Their action may
appear in the highest degree irrational ; it is, on the

contrary, from their point of view, severely logical.

They express this point of view something after

this fashion :

"
This is a war for the defence of

small nationalities. Very well. We are prepared
to take part in it. But if it is proposed to conscript

Irishmen, that is a denial of the rights of small

nationalities. It destroys the whole moral basis of

the war's appeal to us. There is, morally, no

essential difference between Germany conscripting
Poles and England conscripting Irishmen. On such

terms no moral issue remains at stake in the war;
it is a mere scuffle of the appetites of powerful
nations. In these circumstances we might with

equal justice engage on the side of Germany as en

the side of England." We return to the

fundamental of the whole matter. Ireland is

incapable, as the consequence of her history, of

envisaging European affairs except in terms of her

own affairs.
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XIV.

WE have reached, then, something like the

culminating point in what Kettle, in his last political

will and testament, written in the trenches of

Picardy, called "the tragedy of two fools." A
malignant destiny has so far frustrated the hope of

those who saw in the war the supreme opportunity
of an Anglo-Irish reconciliation. Ireland and

England, in the third year of the war, are perhaps
further apart than they have been in this generation.

Let me attempt to summarise the conclusions

which, as it seems to me, must emerge from our

consideration of Anglo-Irish relations and the war.

You have on the one side an Ireland with a history

of remoteness from Europe which begins in the dark

ages, and, in consequence of her age-long absorption
in the quarrel with England, has persisted to our

own time. You have on the other side an England
which, though she is herself largely responsible for

that remoteness of Ireland from Europe, has so

consistently failed to attempt to read the lessons of

Irish history that she ignores this capital feature of

it the remoteness of Ireland from Europe in her

consideration of Ireland's attitude towards the war.

That attitude of aloofness which has moved the

English people to so profound and natural

a resentment derives from the essential remote-

ness of Ireland from Europe; from her incapacity
to envisage any other nation except England
as a real enemy; from her failure to grasp
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the conception of this war as being in any
true sense "Ireland's war"; in a word, from

her inevitably introspective habit of mind. In the

early stages of the war it seemed that events were

ridding her of this introspective habit of mind and

breaking down the barriers of her insularity and

her isolation from Europe. But that promise was

belied. The fact that her participation in the war

was superficial rather than intense, the product of

emotion rather than of conviction, and the absence

of any sufficient moral stimulus, made her succumb

early to the inevitable reaction from which all the

belligerent nations suffered. In that mood of

reaction came the Rebellion and its aftermath ; and

Ireland was once more driven in upon herself, once

more confirmed in her tradition of remoteness from

Europe.
If England has made inadequate allowance in her

outlook on Ireland during the war for that tradition

of Ireland's remoteness from Europe, Ireland in her

outlook upon England during the war has made

inadequate allowance for England's absorption in

the business of the war, and her necessary
subordination of all other considerations to the prime
necessities of the war. Ireland has a heavy, perhaps
the heavier, share in the responsibility for the

present estrangement. But these thoughts on

Anglo-Irish relations and the war are addressed

primarily to English readers, and I would conclude

by submitting two considerations to them. As I

said at the outset, I have no mechanical device to

offer for a solution of Anglo-Irish difficulties. That
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solution, when it comes, will proceed from a better

understanding between the two peoples ; it will be

no true solution unless it is firmly rooted in such a

better understanding; and if what is written here

may contribute in any degree to that better under-

standing, it will have served its purpose.
The first consideration which I would submit is

this. While in one direction the events of the war

have driven Ireland and England further apart, in

another direction they have brought them nearer

together. When Ireland is in a calmer mood, when
the intense, and, perhaps, largely instinctive and

irrational resentment against England born of the

Rebellion has died down, she will, I hope, look on

England with new eyes. One of the most ardent,

but one of the most reasonable, of the younger
Nationalists lately wrote these words :

"
England's

gigantic complacency and self-sufficiency may no

longer exist to the same extent as an enemy of our

cause. She has been tried in the fire of Europe,
and has proved worthy of respect." The sentiment

is not expressed, certainly, in the most felicitous

language ; but it is true, I think, that the Irish

people a generous people will again discover a

profound admiration for the great qualities which

England has revealed in the war, and that this new
sentiment will help towards a reconciliation.

The other consideration which I would submit is

this. If both peoples preserve an attitude of disdain,

we shall get no further towards that reconciliation.

If Ireland's judgment of England is harsh and

sometimes unjust, that is no adequate reason why
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England should refuse to recognize the inevitable

difference in Ireland's outlook on the war, and

judge her accordingly. If that inevitable difference

is recognized, you will not seek to judge her by your
own standards, by normal European standards ; for

Ireland is the changeling in modern Europe, and

according to your standards of the things that

matter she is still fairy-led.

"
All the way to Tir na n* Og are many roads that

run,
But the darkest road is trodden by the King of

Ireland's son.

The world wears down to sundown, and love is lost

and won,
But he recks not of loss and gain, the King of

Ireland's son.

He follows on for ever, when all your chase is

done,
He follows after shadows the King of Ireland's

son."
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Some Thoughts on an Irish Polity.

By IE. (Uniform with
"
Imaginations and

Reveries," see page 7): Cr. 8vo. 4/6 net.

This latest work of JE's is so full of ideas that it is hard to

give an adequate description of it in a short paragraph. As its

sub- title indicates the book is the result of the author's thinking
on the subject of an Irish polity : the fundamentals which should

prevail in an Irish civilisation. It is indeed an attempt to create
an Irish civilisation proper to Ireland and untrammelled by other
influences. Mr. Russell indicates the curve in the evolution of

society in Ireland, and aims at a way of co-ordinating Irish

agriculture and industry. This book contains more original

thinking than anything he has yet written. In these days of

lull in the Irish Constitutional question no more profitable work
than this could be studied in relation to that tangled problem,
for we have here, not muddled rehashing of old theories, but
real and fresh thinking.

"
Stands out among the innumerable social books that stream

from the presses like a gentle giant among a crowd of

clamouring pigmies." Times.
"
Breathes a note of confidence, of hope triumphant and

undismayed, of spiritual adventure and high courage that only
the ears of youth can catch. JE's message is not to the

politicians of to-day, but to the future nation-builders of Ireland."
Athenceum.
"
This very nobly written book." The Observer.

" Commands respect as an expression of the aspirations of a
true friend of Ireland, and an indefatigable worker in the one
field in which a constructive and reconciling policy has been
carried to a successful issue in that country." The Spectator.

" A great book for Ireland, and for the socialist movement."
Labour Leader.

"This book . . . will be hailed by future generations as a
landmark in the arid wastes of speculations on Irish problems."

Northern Whig.
"

In language that never ceases to be eloquent and sincere
JE makes many fascinating suggestions for an Irish polity."
New Statesman.

"
This volume reflects his charity and breadth of vision, and

steadfast vision of hope. Few readers will accept wholly
Mr. Russell's conclusions, but all who are men of goodwill must
be grateful for a book so full of encouragement and so

provocative of thought." Irish Times >



THE FAMOUS CITIES OF IRELAND

Written by STEPHEN GWYNN, and Illustrated

by HUGH THOMSON. Large Cr. 8vo, gilt

Irish Design, 5/- net.

A Companion Volume to
" The Fair Hills of Ireland."

"
It seizes and grips the reader by its wide, clear vision of the

Important things. It gives you not merely the disconnected
stories of the past of each of Ireland's cities, linked with the

building or the spot of earth that recalls them, but correlates
them with the history of Ireland, so that as you see town after
town in Mr. Gwynn's company the whole troubled story of
Ireland seems to take shape, tortuous policies and currents of
events become clear, and you learn not only what Ireland has
been and is, but what part each of her towns has played, what
character each has evolved, or helped to evolve. All this Mr.
Gwynn gives us in that grave and serious, yet light and delicate

phrasing which enables him to achieve, seemingly without effort,

pictures memorable in beauty and precision. It would be a
delight to quote freely . . . but it is better to read the book
from end to end, to enjoy the dainty and humorous sketches of
Mr. Hugh Thomson, and to be thankful that an Irish author, an
Irish artist, and an Irish publishing firm have conspired to give
us so much pleasure." The Observer.

"
His pen describes with something of the graceful charm of

Mr. Hugh Thomson's pencil the present features of Limerick,
Cork, Derry, Dundalk, and the other half-dozen towns of his
choice. He does not fail to catch the spirit of place in them.
He localises their personalities delightfully. Their tang and
savour, of some we may say their fragrance, reaches us from
between his pages. His Galway, for example, is the true Galway
of the Blakes and Martins." Morning Post.

"
Mr. Gwynn is most happy in transmitting the mood of a

place. Waterford, with its quays and its tower and its memories
of river-pirates, carries the memory of invaders and their ships.
Dundalk, guarding the Gap of the North, is on the frontier of the
true Ulster, that north-eastern portion of Ireland that has always
held somewhat aloof from the rest. Galway, filled with the

thought of sea ventures and Spain, was great in the old days, and
in the new she shall prosper again, but in all her fortunes she
remains the most romantic of all Irish cities. . . . Mr. Hugh
Thomson's illustrations add much to the charm of the book."
Mancfttster Guardian,



THE INSURRECTION IN DUBLIN
By JAMES STEPHENS. (Author of

" The
Crock of Gold/' "Here are Ladies,"

etc.) Cr. 8vo, 2/6 net.

On one side Mr. Stephens' book about the Irish Rebellion is an

impression of his own feelings and those of the town during the

extraordinary events of Easter week. Of these events Mr.

Stephens, the Irish poet and novelist, was an eye-witness,
mingling freely with the crowd, and his book is a human
document more valuable than any record of events which

helps one perfectly to understand the emotion of the times.

Mr. Stephens knows his Dublin, he has insight into Irish

character and aspirations, he has followed contemporary Irish

politics ; but it is always as the imaginative artist that he

writes, not as the student of
"
the Irish question." In drawing" a moral " from the Rebellion and discussing the future

relations of the two countries, Mr. Stephens accomplishes a
somewhat remarkable feat : he utters not a single platitude of

the newspapers. He believes that friendship between Ireland
and England is a possibility ; but it will not be based on any
compromise of the politicians generosity is required on the one

hand, sincerity and manhood on the other. Those who believe

that there is no " new "
thing to be said about Ireland should

read this book.
"

. . . . This queer, quiet book, written with an almost
inhuman detachment, and yet with passionate interest. . .

His comments on the whole help one to understand something
of the Sinn Fein point of view." Times Lit. Sup." The author of this vivid little book observes like a poet,
ot like a dry student of events. He makes no profession of

being the sort of onlooker who sees most of the game ; but he
does see with remarkable clearness what takes place under his

own eyes." Westminster Gazette.

"It is Mr. Stephens' great virtue that he does not sentimentalise
the insurrection. He is eager to discover the truth
A fascinating and provoking story." The Star.

"A remarkable book . . . written with the observant sincerity
of an artist. The book is important ... as a book of

personal observation. ... It brings before us the vision
of the Dublin streets amid the strange destinies of Easter week,
and suggests the rumorous bewilderment, the quickly-changing
passions, the horror, and the human aspect of the city with

splendid truthfulness of purpose. A book as sane in mood as
it is fresh in manner a book which everyone should read."

Daily News and Leader.

GREEN BRANCHES
Poems, by JAMES STEPHENS. F'cap. 4to, hand-
made paper. This edition limited to 500
numbered copies. 2/6 net.

The whole edition exhausted before publication



IRELAND'S LITERARY RENAIS-
SANCE. By ERNEST A. BOYD.

Royal 8vo, 7/6 net.

I. Precursors James Clarence Mangan, Sir Samuel

Ferguson.
II. Sources The Father of the Revival : Standish

O'Grady.
III. Sources The Translators : George Sigerson, Douglas

Hyde.
IV. The Transition William Allingham. The Crystaliza-

tion of the new spirit. The Insh Literary Societies.

V. The Revival. Poems and Ballads of Young Ireland.

J. Todhunter, Katharine Tynan, T. W. Rolleston,
William Larmanie.

VI. William Butler Yeats : The Poems.
VII. William Butler Yeats : The Plays.
VIII. W. B. Yeats : The Prose Writings.
IX. The Revival of Poetry : Lionel Johnson, Nora

Hopper, Moira O'Neill, Ethna Carbery, and others.

X. The Dublin Mystics : JE, John Eglinton.
XI. The Poets of the Younger Generation : Seumas

O'Sullivan, Padraic Colum, James Stephens, Joseph
Campbell, James H. Cousins, Thomas MacDonagh,
and others.

XII. The Dramatic Movement: First Phase The Irish

Literary Theatre : Edward Martyn and George
Moore.

XIII. The Dramatic Movement Second Phase. Th
Origins of the Irish National Theatre : W. G. Fay's
Irish National Dramatic Company. The Initiators

of Folk-Drama : J. M. Synge and Padraic Colum.
XIV. The Dramatic Movement : Third Phase. Popularity

and its results :

"
Abbey

"
Plays and Playwrights.

The Ulster Literary Theatre : Rutherford Mayne.
XV. Fiction and Narrative Prose : George Moore, Shan

F. Bullock, George A. Birmingham, St. John G.

Ervine, Lord Dunsany, James Stephens, Lady
Gregory, other Prose Writers, Conclusion.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

" A history of modern Irish poetry and drama needed to be
written, and Mr. Boyd has written it admirably. His should
be a very useful book." Daily News and Leader.

" Mr Boyd has rendered Ireland a service by his critical study
of contemporary writers." 7mA Homestead.

" His sense of justice holds the scales remarkably even and
saves from one-sidedness a clear, always informing, and ofttn

penetrating piece of literary history." Westminster Gazette.



IMAGINATIONS AND REVERIES

By JE (GEORGE W. RUSSELL). Uniformly
bound with the Author's

"
Collected

Poems." Cr. 8vo. Cloth, gilt, 5/- net.

CONTENTS : The Character of Heroic Literature The Dramatic
Treatment of Legend Nationality or Cosmopolitanism A
Poet of Shadows A Note on Seumas O'Sullivan The
Poetry of James Stephens Art and Literature Two Irish

Artists An Artist of Gaelic Ireland
"
Ulster

" An Open
Letter to Rudyard Kipling The Spiritual Conflict Ideals
of the New Rural Society On an Irish Hill Religion and
Love The Renewal of Youth The Hero in Man The
Meditation of Anada The Midnight Blossom The Child-
hood of Apollo The Mask of Apollo The Cave of Lilith

The Story of a Star The Dream of Angus Oge Deirdre.

" JE is generally regarded as an Irish prophet. ; ; : There
are among men who use fiery speech few in these days so much
honoured and so little damned. It is not that he is given to

speaking soothing and gracious things. He can denounce his

fellows like a Jonah when he has a mind to it. His prose
especially is, like so much good prophet's prose, only less apt
to fly into a passion of denunciation than into a passion of

ideals. . . . Few voices so eloquent in the field of social

prophecy have been heard since Mazzini's and Ruskin's. . ."

The Nation.

" The note of optimism and hope struck by
'

IE ' has a welcome
sound in these days of depression. . . . Reading these

delightful essays one is comforted by the thought that though
war may suspend intellectual activity it tends to expedite
spiritual vigour. . . ." The Daily Telegraph.

" The appearance of a new book by R (George W. Russell)
is something of an event. . . . Russell is perhaps the

greatest personalty in present-day Irish affairs ; he is certainly
one of the greatest of living Irish or English poets and men of

letters. . ; ." The Boston Evening Transcript.

WILD EARTH and Other Poems

By PADRAIC COLUM. 3/- net.

This volume takes its name from a collection of poems of

peasant life published in 1909. While some of those poems are
included in the present volume, poems of a different character
have been added and the series of peasant poems has been made
more complete.



IRISHMEN OF TO-DAY
A series of Books dealing with the work of

notable Irishmen of to-day and the Move-
ments with which they have been associated.

2/6 net, each Volume.

NEW VOLUMES.
Sir Horace Plunkett and his Place in

the Irish Nation. By EDWARD E.

LYSAGHT.

Mr. Lysaght, who is both a co-operator and an advanced

Nationalist, seeks in this book to interpret Sir Horace Plunkett
t those of his countrymen who have hitherto mistrusted or

misunderstood him. We have no hesitation in saying that he
has succeeded in doing this, and at the same time in providing
the British and Irish public with a real exposition of thoughtful
Nationalism. The book is the only unbiassed attempt that has

yet been made to consider the co-operative movement in its

relation to the other forces of modern Irish life. In so doing,
and in discussing the other work, social and political, which
Sir Horace Plunkett has done in Ireland, Mr. Lysaght has an

opportunity of giving the reader several chapters of general
interest on Irish matters in which he throws illumination on
much that puzzles the student of modern Ireland, and to such

good purpose that for them the book will have an appeal which
no mere study of a man or a movement can have in itself alone.

He has a grip on the real facts of Irish life ; and the chapters on
" Rural Industry

" and "
Co-operation and the Modern Function

of Aristocracy
"
are a contribution to the thoughtful considera-

tion of rural Ireland which could only be made by a man who,
like the author of this book, has given his own mind and time
to the practical working out of the problems he deals with.

"
Mr. Lysaght, a practical farmer, and also a poet of con-

siderable merit, writes well. . . . He is more concerned to

discuss Irish policy in a serious and informed spirit than to
ventilate his own individual opinions." The Times Literary
Supplement.

"
Mr. Lysaght is an Irishman of parts. He is a poet of country

life, an active Nationalist of the modern school, an Irish speaker,
an economist, and a practising co-operative agriculturist. His

versatility fits him well to write the new volume in Messrs.
Maunsel's series of Notable Irishmen of To-day

"

Daily News and Leader.

"
; : ; . Mr. Lysaght's intimate and delicate appreciation

of a new Ireland ; . . ." New Statesman.



IRISHMEN OF TO-DA Y (continued).

George Moore. By SUSAN L. MITCHELL.

Mr. George Moore is a subject admirably suited to Miss
Mitchell's pen, as the readers of the delightfully humorous book
of poems,

"
Aids to the Immortality of Certain Persons in

Ireland," know.
In this prose study, Miss Mitchell not only makes a very

clever literary criticism of Mr. Moore's work, but also hits off

the whole personality of the famous novelist. Nothing could be
more difficult, for Mr. Moore, for all his periodical confessions, is

a most elusive personage. The book contains as well a hitherto

unpublished account of the curious adventures that befell Mr.
Moore during his visit to Holy Land, whither he went in search
of colour for his much discussed story, The Brook Kerith.

" An intimate and entertaining literary manner." The Times.
" A brilliantly amusing book .... a delightful foot-

note to his many volumes of confessions." Daily News and
Leader.

"
Miss Mitchell combines with a real knowledge of Mr. Moore's

work and admiration of his art a sane, witty spirit of criticism

which keeps the book free both from dulness and mere adulation
. . . . an admirable, vivacious, amusing book which no
lover of literature should miss." The Observer.

" Well worth reading on the author's account, and quite apart
from her interesting subject." The Outlook.

William Butler Yeats. The Poet in Modern

Ireland. By J. M. HONE.

CONTENTS : Early Life and Work Irish and Other Influences
Theatre and Later Work.

" He writes about Yeats with as little partisanship as a critic

who may discuss the life and work of Wordsworth long dead
and buried, and yet he understands his author, appreciates him,
never shows himself unable to see the real meaning of the words
he quotes." Irish Homestead.

"
His criticisms are flavoured with a humour which

occasionally borders on the sardonic." The Spectator.
" We strongly admire Mr. Hone's broadly borne and lucid

style. . . . The book is an excellent inauguration of Messrs.
Maunsel's series, and it is pleasant to see its author knock about
the collection of wooden dolls and straw dummies that pass for

graven images in this Laodicea." CRAWFORD NEILL, in New
Ireland.

"
Mr. Hone has written a personal book with rare detachment

and restraint, and if one can detect a note of irony in some of
his pages, it is so deftly introduced as merely to give an added
flavour to the comments and criticisms." The Northern Whig.



IRISHMEN OF TO-DAY (continued).

Sir Edward Carson and the Ulster Move-
ment, By ST. JOHN G. ERVINE.

"... Sir Edward is treated to criticism of the frankest

kind, and the Ulster Movement is dissected with the intimate

knowledge of one that knows Ireland. The author's analysis of

his countrymen is a curious blend of admiration and

animadversion, and may recall to some Dr. Johnson's remark that
the Irish are a fair people, they never speak well of one another,

i . ." Glasgow Herald.

"... He pictures him as the last comic Irishman left in

the world, leaping on to a political platform, twirling a black-

thorn . . ." Irish Independent."
This is a strong and serious indictment which should make

people think. Mr. St. John Ervine hits straight from the
shoulder. You have no doubts as to his attitude. Sir Edward
Carson is humorously set forth not only as a stumbling block in

the path of Irish progress, but as a humorous conception of the
first order. . . ." T.P.'s Weekly."

Mr. Ervine, in spite of a Chestertonian wealth of smart
similes and generalisations, ... is analytical and con-
structive. . . ." New Ireland.

"
It is one of the best examples of the insulting kind of

literature with which we have met for some time. Mr. Ervine's
method of writing the life of Sir Edward Carson is to leave
it out. . . ." Clydebank Press.

JE (George W. Russell). A Study of a Man
and a Nation. By DARRELL FIGGIS.

CONTENTS : The Man in His Days Discoveries Prepara-
tions A Nation, a State

;
a State, a Nation Bye-Paths ;

and Paths Emerging.
"... Mr. Darrell Figgis gives an eloquent appreciation

of the many-sided activities of Mr. George Russell ('
JE '), one

of the most interesting and helpful figures in the Ireland of

to-day. . . ." The Spectator." The aims and inspiration of
'

JE '

are : ; . expounded
with force and the keenest sympathy. . . ." Manchester
Guardian.

"
. . . As a psychological analysis it is a powerful piece of

work. Moreover, the many who desire to obtain a summary of

JE's social teaching in some form more compendious than the

portly volumes of the Irish Homestead will find it brilliantly

re-stated, together with a shrewd, critical examination of its

theories, in this little book. . . ." New Ireland.
"

. . . It creates a pleasant impression of the existence in

Ireland of an independent intellectual life. . . ." Tk
Leader.

"
. ; . Darrell Figgis's book manages to reveal its subject

pretty clearly. . . .' Liverpool Post.
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